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Does Not Support Quota
JL

"We're not interested in an 800-800, malefemale ratio. We can't see the justification
for it,'' said President Theodore D. Lockwood speaking for himself and the Trustees.
Sharing the same sentiment but for opposing reasons, Sheila Driscoll, a
spokesperson for the Trinity Women's
Organization (TWO) said, "We don't want a
50/50 quota; we want no quota at all."

JL

of applications were received from each, he
Driscoll said they should use the same
said.
qualifications as are presently used-SAT's,
grades, essays, special talents, and personal
Initially, Lockwood said, there were more qualities to help decide when mere
female than male applicants, but this year numerical statistics are not enough. She
the number of male applicants is larger. He said sex should not be a factor.
said this might be because when Trinity
went coed there weren't many other coed
Lockwood said they presently use the
schools, now there are more schools open to number of openings (as is currently
women.
delimited by the quota) and the rate of
When projecting the size of the college
admissions to weed out applicants. "On the
after the decision to go coed, the Trustees
basis of qualifications alone you'd have a
Lockwood
said
a
greater
per
cent
of
the
originally set a quota of 1000 men, according
men accepted by Trinity actually attend tough time," he added.
to President Lockwood.
than of women. He added, however, that the
number of women applicants is steadily
Driscoll, who said she sees the quota as
Lockwood said the College had 1278 growing.
"one more aspect eliminating women's
students when it decided to go coed and
opportunities," said the TWO Committee
increase enrollment to 1600. "We agreed
Driscoll, a member of the TWO Com- has specific plans to bring about the
that as we enlarged the college we'd come
down to somewhere around 1000 men, and mittee to Abolish the Quota, said their goal elimination of the quota system.
by 1973 we'd have about 600 women," he was to "allow the admissions department
explained. He added, "We reduced the the right to admit students based solely on
The first event will be a panel discussion
qualifications, without regard to sex."
number of men by almost 300."
at the end of October with members of the
faculty and administration representing
Lockwood said, however, qualifications both pro and con views on the quota issue. In
Lockwood said Trustees set the quota as a
preliminary measure in obtaining the aren't so easy to determine; "It depends on November, the plan to circulate a petition
transition to a coed student body. They also the criteria you're using." He said, for and collect signatures to present to the
proposed that during this period of four example, of last year's S.A.T. scores, Trustees.
years they would watch the admissions "Women average 10 points higher than men
picture to see how applications fell out on the verbal, but men averaged 20 points
Lockwood mentioned that the Board of
betweeri men and woroen, and what per cent higher on the math,"
Fellows is also interested in breaking down

%_
the

quota system. "Last year they
recommended a 60-40 ratio," he said,
"which might be a sensible modification."
Lockwood said admissions is a very
critical issue; there are a lot of factors involved. He said, "The question is how to get
the best people and maintain our strength in
the quality of the student body."
Lockwood said there is a lot of admissions
data available for anyone wishing to make a
study or analysis. He added that his annual
report, which will come out later this month,
contains an analysis of the admissions data
accumulated over the past 5 years, their
implications, and some projections for
future policies.
According to Lockwood, the Trustees, who
have to approve any fundamental change in
admissions policy, will be meeting with the
admissions committee later in the fall.
Problem?, financial aid budget, and admissions policies for the ensuing year will be
discussed at that time, he said. The Trustees
won't make any final decisions, however, on
the admissions policies for 1974-75 until at
their meeting in January.

TCB Seeks College Interest

. oave W*

By Lindsay Mann
"TCB is not a racist organization," said
Jim Gillespie, chairman of the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks.

Gillespie defined racism as the exploitation of one group of people by another
group of people that has attained a higherdegree of technological development. "I do
not feel we fit into this category," Gillespie
said.
Thus, in an attempt to mobilize some
campus activity, Gillespie Said the TCB is
organizing "campaigns" concerning
African Liberation, Attica, and political
prisoners plight in general. He said the TCB
is looking for "total college community
action" concerning these issue.
The TCB is also establishing a "supplementary, alternative educational
program," said Gillespie. "We will deal
with subjects of importance to us as a
minority community," he said.
The alternative educational program,
Gillespie said, is based on the idea of selfhelp and communal uplifting.
The program is an addition to the formal
Trinity program, he said, because it
stresses dialogue
rather than the
customary formal method of education. As
a result, the TCB will bring in speakers,
students with knowledge in specific fields,
and films, he said,
The format and location of the program
will determine whether the college community as a whole can participate Gillespie
said. But, he stressed that the other campaigns would bring education to the college
community.
According to Gillespie, other TCB plans
include increasing the number of minority
students next year, and updating the TCB
admissions pamplet, This year, the TCB has
established a scholarship fund in Rod
Boldon's name, which is available to any
black student, Gillespie said.

The TCB,which has a membership of 80
students, has found it necessary to isolate
themselves as a group, said Gillespie,
"because we are such a minority." Thus,
"we are constantly vulnerable to abuse,
attack, and exploitation," he added.
But, to the best of his knowledge, Gillespie
said, there has not been any overt action or
hostile instances towards the blacks. "As for
the underlying feelings (between blacks and
whites), I would imagine that all racial
interaction is superficial," he said. He
added that there has been no sincere move
•to alter the present racial relations.
"The U.S. in its advanced technology is
now imposing an inhumane situation on us
that we will resist," Gillespie said. He
stressed that the blacks feel it is a "life or
death" matter, if they are subjugated to a
neo-sla*ery. "Our very existence will be
threatened," he urged.
The blacks, Gillespie said, do try to
achieve a cultural cohesion, an identity, and
a consciousness*. "This is not to say we are
cultural nationalists; we don't see cultural
nationalism as a solution to our total
predicament," Gillespie said.
We, as a people, Gillespie said, are aware
of our culture, and are extremely proud of it,
"as any group should be."
Gillespie said he believes there is a conservative trend in the country, by which all
students are being "seriously" threatened.
The college administrations are helping us
in our search for apathy by providing social
and educational pacification.
"And, college students as a whole arc
really ignorant, or unwilling to ask about the
outside world," stressed Gillespie.
David Barthwell, '74, is vice-chairman of
the TCB.
(Editor's Note: A memorial service for Rod
Boldon will take place Tuesday, October 16
at 7:00 p.m. in the Chapel. All are welcome
to attend.)
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Jim Gillespie, chairman of the Trinity Coalition of Blacks (TCB), says
this year will be one of continuous struggle and work for the TCB,
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Minority Students

Muir Says Smaller Group Applied
By Nancy Barber
The percentage of minority students in the
freshman class is smaller this year than last
year, according to W. Howie Muir, Director
of Admissions.
Tliere were approximately 12 fewer applications received this year than last year
from minority students, he said, and
although approximately 50 percent of those
minority students who applied were accepted, only an estimated 25 or 30 percent
chose to attend Trinity.
Muir said it would not be possible to state
with certainty the reasons for the decrease
in minority students,
However, he did say that competition
among colleges for mirtority students has
become extremely tough. Those minority
students who planned to enter college this
year were of a smaller group than usual,
Muir said. When they applied to and were
accepted by several colleges, each college
anticipated their attendance, he continued,
Because the minority student pool itself
was so small, Muir explained, each time a
student rejected acceptance at a college, it
significantly affected percentage of
minority students at that school. And since
the same minority students often were
accepted at the different colleges, Muir
said, most colleges have a smaller freshman
minority percentage since the students
obviously cannot attend every school at
once.
A minority student's decision to attend a
particular school usually is not motivated by
the amount of financial aid he will receive,

since most Colleges in this area offer similar
amounts of aid to the same student, Muir
said.
He explained that a group of colleges
(Trinity, Harvard, Williams, Bowdoin,
Amherst, and Wellesley) get together each
year and decide how much money a family
can pay toward a college education -- based
on the family's income, wealth, number of
children, and so on. Financial aid from the
school is then agreed on also, and this
amount is adhered to except in the cases of
exceptional students, he said.
The purpose of the meeting, Muir said, is
to "try to provide a uniform means of
assessment to prevent the richest colleges
from buying up the best students because
they have more money to spend."
A prestige factor may have influenced the
college choice of minority students this
year, said Muir. He explained while Trinity
may give the student a better over-all
education, the College may lose out to
another school because of it's reputation.
For example, a student who is excellent in
sports may choose Harvard over Trinity
because he was swayed by the idea of
playing for the more recognized school,
Muir said,
Social pressure may also be an influence,
Muir added. A student may feel that even
though he is receiving financial aid, he can
still not afford to attend Trinity, because he
may not have the spending money to keep
pace with his peers.
Muir said the College is actively involved

in the recruitment of minority students. One
organized effort is the Trinity Upward
Bound Program in which high school
students, through contact during winter to
summer with Trinity, do additional work in
basic skills (using the library, math,
reading), he said. He explained some of the
Trinity staff members will work with
teachers, counselors, and the students in the
city schools to improve the students' selfimage., and to help the students realize that
college can be for them. The program, he
said, tries to build in the student an
"awareness of what is there to study," and
hopes to give the minority student the attitude that "I've got it. If I just go to work, I
can use it. There's a way out-a way up."
Trinity also visits inner-city schools to
interest students in a college education.
Many times, said Muir, Trinity students
from the same type of environment are
brought along because they relate better to
the high school students than a staff
member could. It is here, Muir said, that
Trinity needs the students' help. "Students
are the best sales-people a college has," he
said and added that students could help by
returning to their high schools and encouraging students there to look into
Trinity.
Despite the decrease in the freshman
minority enrollment, Muir said that he
hopes the situation will improve next year
and that he could see no reason why it
shouldn't. He said, "It isn't for lack of interest or effort (that there is a decrease in

freshman minority students)... I think we're
working with an educational commitment
rather than two hundred years of turning
our backs on a rather important segment of
our society,"
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W. Howie Muir

Kirkpatrick Lists IDPAdvantages
By Tony PicciriHo

Presently the Independent Degree
Program (IDP) has 18 students, ranging in
age from 18 to 58, according to Frank Kirkpatrick, the program's director,
Kirkp&tiick explained the IDE is an
alternative degree program for people who
are not able to devote their full efforts
towards the academic life, or who are
distressed by the classroom routine.
Kirkpatrick listed several differences
between the IDP and the normal undergraduate degree. First, degree certification is based on completion of
examinations and projects in both the major
and non-major levels, said Kirkpatrick.
Second, students can take up to ten years
to complete their degree, added Kirkpatrick.

Photo bv Letitia Erler

Frank Kirkpatrick

Third, the IDP is available to adults past
the "normal" student age, he explained,
permitting regular employment while
studying towards a bachelor's degree.

The IDP curriculum consists of a non- committee to approve his program, said
major phase, a major phase, and an in- Holz.
tegrative project, explained Kirkpatrick.
Most departments offering an IDP degree
The non-major phase, according to Kirkpatrick, is composed of 24 study units and 12 stress independent study to fulfill the major
additional links, A "link" is an integrative requirements, asserted Kirkpatrick, The
project, showing the relationship between integrative project, he added, Is an attempt
two or more study units, he said.
to relate the student's major field to his
knowledge in general.
The IDP has "its good points and its bad
The IDP will accept transfer student* Into
points," said Val Holz , a member of last
year's freshman class who transferred into the program up to and including first
the IDP at its beginning in January, 1973. semester juniors, said Klrkpatrkfc, The IDP
coordinating committee decides how much
credit to grant the transferring student, he
A major drawback of the IDP, said Holz , added,
is the large amount of organiz ing a student
must do on his own. The IDP study units are
Kirkpatrick said department chairmen
drawn up by the Trinity faculty, according
to Holz, but often a student must find a must approve credit from previous work the
faculty member willing approve a study unit student wishes to count towards his major
phase. A minimum of eight study units must
which the student has drawn up,
be earned through the IDP, he added.
The looseness of IDP's organiz ation
Holz said he joined the IDP because he
forces the student to spend much time "didn't like classes that well" and was
organiz ing his program and convincing motivated to "help make the program,
professors and the IDP coordinating work."

Students Must Seek More Policy Power
suggested that since students are now of
legal age, they should have greater rights
and authority within the College.
"Students should not tacitly accept
degrees from above," he said. He added that
Trinity must re-evaluate the role of the
student in the governance of the College and
proposed that the SEC could provide a
channel to make the changes.
Basch said the SEC, as the elected
representatives of the students, could act as
a forum for discussing policies in front of
various faculty committees. After such
discussions, he explained, the Committee
could then suggest how the student members of a given committee should vote on
specific resolutions, and also propose ideas
to the faculty committees "carrying the
weight of the student body, rather than just
one representative."
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ard of Governors and Peter Basch,
nrnaniTatin^Vi " V " T " ' " J " ( l e f t t o r ' 9 h t ) ' discussed each of their
organizations last Tuesday in Wean Lounge.
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" P ^ t a H v e s a s s c r t « l making power and can influence changes in
aKnXir?
"
Wednesday that the curriculum and other facets of the
the Student Executive Committee, (SEC) College
ftfrf m « W e ^administrative power" - in
Speaking at the meeting in Wean Lounge
fret, one stated the Committee has policy- Peter Basch, '74,- the SBC d w S S E '
A S T ? ™ ^ -

djsc SSIon

Basch also said students should have a
large share in deciding on what teachers
and administrators should be hired and
fired, and on policies for the College.
"We
pay ure«
their acuanes,
salaries," ne
he saia
said "Out
"but the
the
'•<-!»,/
administration and the faculty dominate the
committees." He suggested
be
suseeslwi there
thprp should
cV,n.,w v«.
more student representatives on each
faculty committee and student representatives on the Board of Trustees.

a technocracy. The best educated people do
not control policy. Yet at the College, we
have little say."
And, he added some administrators and
faculty are here "no longer" than students that's to say they leave within four years,
The meeting, attended by about 20
students, had been widely advertised on
flyers. The meeting was entitled "The
Creation of a Political Agenda for 1973-74:
What do you want to be done?"
Mark Feathers, "74, of the Student Activities Committee (SAC) and Ron
Weissman, '74, of the Mather Hall Board of
Governors (MHBOG) joined Basch in
criticizing an editorial which appeared in
the Tripod last Tuesday, September 25. The
editorial said, in part, that "the SEC is only
an administrative body."
Feathers also challenged the editorial's
assertion that only 20 per cent of the student
body voted in the election. Actually, 85 to 70
per cent of students voted, he said.

Several students at the meeting voiced
complaints that as a result of a rerereuuu»..
referendum
held last spring, $15 of the Student Activities
$67 h"has
allocated for
for a
FFee
e e oof
f $&
a s b been
e e n allocated
scholarship fund. The students suggested
that entire student activities fee be pay™^
a voluntary basis, rather than levies
Noting that "administrators and faculty automatically.
members go home after their days" while
Feathers responded, however, that the fee
"students must live here 24 hours," Basch had to be set in advance and collected fro"}
said the College owes the student more say each student in order to have a firm idea o«
in his own affairs. "The United States is not how to budget activities for the coming year-
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"Life is so Fast"

Phillipino Likes U.S.
By Bruce Wessel
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Elmor Juridico
"There is no freedom of speech or
freedom of the press," said Elmor Juridico,
a graduate exchange student, about the
situation in the Phillipines, his home
country. He continued to explain that open
criticism of the government is not wise
because the government might make it
uncomfortable for you. "(President)
Marcos is a puppet of the U.S. government,"
stated Juridico, and therefore criticism of
the U. S. would not be looked upon favorable
either.
The political science student is here as
part of an exchange program with Trinity
College of the Phillipines in Quezon City. He
explained that usually two students from
Trinity of Hartford go to the Phillipines on
an open semester and one graduate student
from the Quezon City school comes to the
U.S. to study. There were no applications
from American students this year so

ker '

Juridico is the only one involved in the exchange.
"I arrived here last September 4 (1972),"
recalled Juridico, to work on my masters
degree in political science." He finished his
courses during the summer and continued to
work on his thesis which he began in
February. He said he hopes to finish his 300
page paper about U.S. policy to the
Phillipines by October 15 or 20.
Juridico is looking forward to completion
of his thesis so he can return home. There he
will be teaching political science at Trinity
College of Quezon City.
"Trinity was as I pictured it," commented
Juridico, "students everywhere are the
same." The graduate student added that he
had read much about America so he had a
good idea of what it would be like. However,
he pointed out, "America is pictured as a
heaven in most third world countries."
The main thing that Juridico and previous
Filipino students at Trinity found hard to
take here was the cold weather. "We are not
used to the cold," explained Juridico, "it is
always warm in the Phillipines."
Another thing that Juridico noticed in the
U.S. is the speed at which Americans do
their business. "Life is so fast," he commented, "People are always running
somewhere." But Juridico was impressed
with the friendliness of the people here. He
said Trinity has a nice campus, nice people,
and excellent facilities.
Juridico is living in a roomy apartment on
the third floor of Mather. It contains a large
living room, bedroom, private bath, and
kitchen facilities. He has no idea why he
rated such good accommodations. All
Juridico knows is that he was picked up at
the airport last year and when he reached
campus they brought him to the apartment
and said that was where he would live.
When Juridico returns home he will be
faced with a country ruled by martial law
but despite the conditions he 'does want to
return.' "It is my country and I want to
share what I have learned."

More New Professors
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Oh,
Henry!!

This semester Trinity has hired two new
professors, Deidre Bair in the English
department, and Martin Landsberg in.
Economics.
Bair, a visiting assistant professor of
English, is teaching three courses at
Trinity.
In addition to these courses, Bair said she
is in the process of writing a biography of
Samuel Beckett, to be completed by mid1974 Bair said she enjoys reading novels and
is especially interested in narratives,
T^air observed that in each oi her courses,
heHaudents are bright and receptive. She
said she finds the atmosphere at Trinity
conducive to learning, and noted that the
college's "smallness enables students and
faculty to relate on a "first-name" basis.
Martin Landsberg, the new instructor of
Economics, said he felt that "economics is
the key to the basic structure of society".
Landsberg pointed out that since Trinity is
a small college, it has the potential to
develop more community and social

Nixon Comes Clean
President Nixon has declared the period
from September 15 to October 14 be "Clean
Up America Month". ••',.••.

Deidre Bair
awareness. "I would like to see more of a
community, especially dealing with offcampus events."
Trinity students are very bright and interested, said Landsberg. He also said he
found the "distinguished" faculty interacts
Closely with the student body.
Landsberg, who grew up on the West
Coast, said he noticed that New England
schools are slightly more conservative than
Western Schools.
The TRIPOD l i published weekly on Tuesdays
during tn« academic year except vacations by the
students of Trinity College. The newspaper is written
and edited entirely by a student staff, and no form of
censorship at all Is exerted on the contents or style ot
any issue. The TRIPOD Is printed by Thai Stafford
Press, Route I M , Stafford Springs, Connecticut CUM,
by photo-offset. Student subscriptions are Included in
the student activities fee; others are SIO.OO per year.
Second class postage Is paid at Hartford, Connecticut,
under the Act ol March 3, 18??. Advertising rates ere
51.60 per column Inch,- $115 per page, 159 per hall-page.
Deadline lor advertisements, at well as all announcements, letters, and articles, Is I t a.m. the
Sunday preceding publication. Copy considered obicctionable by the editorial board will not t>a accepted.
Announcements and news releases from the College
and surrounding community are printed at the
discretion of the editor.
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Linehan Speaki

First

MHBOG Caters

By Scott Morris

Wandering around Mather Hall, the
mysterious initials appear on countless
signs: A concert sponsored by MHBOG. A
lecture sponsored by MHBOG. MHBOG
stands for the Mather Hall Board of
Governors... But, then, what's that?
"What the Board of Governors essentially
does is to provide the college community
with a number of events of both social and
cultural importance and significance," said
John Linehan, MHBOG's head. But he
added, "I feel that the events we offer
should be more offered to students, and of
course faculty and administration, and
much less to the City of Hartford. However,
some of our events are open to UHart and
UConn students, but mostly because they
are jointly sponsored."
Linehan said the Board offers many
concerts and dances and suggested maybe if
offers too many. He said the concert series
this fall is a little bigger than he would like
to see it. He said he would like to have two in
the fall and two in the spring, rather than
four in the fall since it is very expensive. He
added that if the concerts do not do well, the
Board takes a tremendous loss.
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John Linehan

Linehan also said he would like to see a lot:
less concerts and dances. It would he better
to have a good dance every few weeks than
to have a dance every weekend just lo have
a dance, he said.
The Board's activities should include
other things as well, Linehan said. He said
he wanted to see a ski trip this spring,
perhaps to Utah or maybe rent a ski house in
Vermont, which would be open to the college
community.
He said that so far the only big plans this
year are really the ski trips and the concerts. Linehan said, however, he wanted to
get a few well-known lecturers on campus.
He said that a very good lecturer would
draw not only Trinity students, but residents
from the Hartford area, which would help to
pay for the cost of the speaker.
The budget, he said, is $17,500 for the year,
"Any time anyone from the school wants (o
come up and find out how we're spending it,
they're welcome too," Linehan said. He said
$2000 of this is spent on capital expenditures.
Some of these expenditures, he said, would
probably be spent on a videotape '1'. V. for
the Cave where the school calendar for each
week could be shown.

Also Linehan said that by .January, the
Hoard of Governors might, lie able to obtain
a liquor license for the old fraternity, XTX,
which last year housed The NiKhl Owl coffee
shop. Then MHBOG would sot it up as a
college pub and snack Liar, ho .said, adding
"If we can Ret, the liquor license, it might be
one of the greatest things that we've done
this year." The rest of the budget is spent for
lectures, shows, concerts, and "however we
want to spend it," he explained.
Linuhun explained how the Board of
Governors i.s organized: there; ore three
officers (secretary, treasurer, and
president), a concert and dance committee,
a small activities committee, and a lecture
committee. Kvery committee member is on
the Board, lie said.
At the present, there are nine people on the
Board, due to two vacancies, Lincham
added, but after the elections there will be is
Board members. He said that there are two
upperclassmen positions open, us well as
three freshman and one transfer student
space.
Linehan said that the .Student Government
office i.s open from 11:00 to 12:00 and from
continued on pg, )]

SEC Conducts Oct. 4 Elections

The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
will be conducting elections on October 4 for
freshman positions and vacancies on all
College Committees. The ballot is as
follows:
Budget Committee: (vote for no more than
one (1) candidate)
Reginald Martin
Tony Piccirillo
Bob Sweeny
Trinity College Council: (Vote for no more
than two (2) candidates)
Sheila priseoll
Eric Gibson
Marilyn Marx
Nancy Moore
Tony PiccirUlo
Jeffrey Siegel
Amy Tenney
Connecticut Public Interest Reserarch
Group: (vote for no more than five (5)

candidates)
Peter Basch
Patrick Centanni
Ben Freeman
Cathy Green
Peggy Herzog
George Margolis
Reginald Martin
Lynne Shelnitz
Mather Hall Board of Governors: (Nonfreshmen) (Vote for no more than two (2)
candidates)
William Curren
Damien Davis
Richard Feinberg
Peter Hansen
Nancy Moore
Mather Hall Board of Governors: (Freshmen) (freshmen only vote for no more than
four (4) eligible members of the Class of '77)

John Childers
Peter Wolk
Student Executive Committee: (Freshmen)
(freshmen only vote for no more than six (6)
Steven Batson
Philip Hewett
Yutaka Ishizaka
Steven M. Kayman
Mark Kupferberg
Jeff Sands
Samuel Thayer
Note that voting for the non-freshmen
positions on the Mather Hall Board of
Governors (MHBOG) is open to any fulltime undergraduate but freshmen only may
vote for the MHBOG and SEC freshmen
positions. Note also that provisions have
been made for wite4n of eligible persons
for all positions.
It is the responsibility of every accepted
petitioner to make sure that he or she is

correctly listed on the ballot, If a mistake
has been made, the petitioner must notify
the elections committee Tuesday, October 2,
from 6-n p.m. at the Student Government
office. No appeal will be allowed after ll
p.m., October 2, regarding listing on ballot.
Elections will be held on Thursday, October 4, in the Main I^obby of Mather Hall.
Ballots may be cast by eligible voters from o
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tabulation of the results will be done on
Friday October 5th in the Student Government Office. Votes will be counted by the
Elections Committee and other disinterested parties, There will be an automatic
recount when there is less than a 10%
margin based on the winning total. The
results will be announced to all candidates
through the campus mail on Monday, October 8th, and they will be printed in the
October 9th issue of the Tripod.

Statement of Candidates

Budget Committee

Trinity College Council

I have no fixed program, but simply hope to serve the best interests of the
College and its members while on the Trinity College Council.
-•Eric Gibson
TCC is an advisory body composed of Interested individuals from me
college community: students,, faculty, administrators. Realistically
speaking, this body does not wield any "power" to make decisions, but
nonetheless t feel holds an important place at Trinity. Its formation serves
as an advisory committee for just those people who make the decisions
concerning your college. For that reason, I believe in the necessity and
importance of TCC and am running for a position on the Council.
' .
.'
" M a r i l y n Marx
As vice-chalrwoman of the TCC fn 1971-1972, I found it to be not oniy an
"enjoyable" existence (the Tripod's rational for Its existence) but also
fairly effective in advising the President, Investigating problem areas,
formulating new policies; and an ideal forum for communnicatfon among
the diverse elements of the Trinity community. Students need to get Involved In governments and to have a voice fn college policy—f hope to be a
voice on the TCC.

ConnPIRG

"AmyTenney

Last year I helped in the theoretical planning arvd practical organization
of ConnPIRG. I was active in state-wide coordination as well as local
Trinity work. Presently, I am Chairperson of the State Board of Directors
of ConnPIRG. If elected to the Trinity Local Board, I can continue to serve
as Chair on the State Board, and thus afford Trinity students maximum
representation in this group.
-•Peter Basch
Having worked as an ombudsman in the Cambridge Mayor's Office,
coupled with my desire to gain better knowledge of student consumer afPIRG.
The ConnPIRG can be utilized to explore the myriad of problems confronting the academic community.
The very nature of ConnPIRG offers an excellent opportunity for these
issues to be fulfy researched and given the necessary consideration on a
local and statewide level.
—Patrick Centanni
I have been active in ConnPIRG since its first appearance on campus. I
have put a lot of time into ConnPIRG, and I am well acquainted with its
workings and projects. I feel that some continuity in this type of
organization is Important, and ask you to elect me to the ConnPIRG Board.
••Ben Freeman
I have been active in ConnPIRG In the past, and hop« to continue this
involvement. I am presently working for the Connecticut Civil Liberties
Union, and, if elected to the ConnPIRG Board, will serve as a tiason between these two groups. ConnPIRG has a lot of potential, and with an active
Executive Board, we can further the interests of the students,
--Cathy Green
I feel that ConnPirg has a v*ry real and exciting potential for addressing
some immediate campus and statewide needs. It's structure and very
purpose is flexible enough to em body a wide variety of i ssues.
My reasons for running for ConnPirg are:
1) To learn something about the nature and scope of consumer problems
that confront us daily.
2) To insure that ConnPirg remains a responsive body; open to the
criticism, design and direction of its constituents.
--George M- Margolis

The Budget Committee plays a crucial role in determining the quality of
v-'The
Commlties
a crucial
I voice a critical opinion in it's
TrinityRudaef
life. I seek
a place olavs
on It so
that I can
allocation of funds, I believe I possess some degree of the sound Judgement
needed to shape a more diverse and stimulating life In both "academic"
and "boogie" terms. It is my idealistic fancy that we explore the common
ground between the latter two.

MHBOG (Freshmenl

A Mather Hall Governor Is responsible for providing the (ahem, nondormitory) social activity on campus. I understand what such a position
entails, as last year I was President of the Senior Class of 1973, but more
important, I am willing to devote my time to this office, and I believe I
could serve effectively and constructively. So for more action • less talk,
check the name of Pete Wolk.
--Pete Wolk

SEC (Freshmen \

•io longer should it be the fashion to be apathetic towards student
NO longer should it be trie fasnic
government. While a semi-decentralized power system exists at Trinity,
the Student Executive Committee has the potential to become a centralized
power ensuring that committee and student communication exists. The
SEC is there and is capable of solving problems, The questions now is of
selecting people who will strengthen the SEC- With previous committee
participation, vote for Philip Hewett for the Student Executive Committee.
• Philip Hewett
Freshmen, in general, have a problem in that they are new to the college
community and are somewhat at a loss as to the activity and workings of
the school. In this sense I am no exception. I believe that involvement is the
key to solving this problem. If given the opportunity, my goal is to become
better informed personally so I can make others aware of and interested in
various issues relating to Trinity.

After being extremely involved in high school student government, both
on the school and regional level, I'm finally coming to be familiar with the
.various mechanisms and also, unfortunately with the many pitfalls of
student governance. Yet, t remain firmly convinced that it can evolve into
the viable student force It was intended as.
Anyway, I'd like to give the SEC a try, and I promise to do as decent a lob
as I am able.
-Steven Kayman
Why would anyone run for a position In a student government that has
been afflicted with such overwhelming apathy? You might think that I'm
just masochistic, but my motivation is far different, I believe apathy ends
when each individual makes a personal commitment. I am making my
commitment by running for the S.E.C. and promising to try my b«st to
make Trinity a nicer place for us to spend the next four years,
•Mark Kupferburg
The Council should become involved in both student and faculty affairs.
In this way the S.E.C. could become a student-faculty melting pot where
conflicting interests could be compromised into workable concepts.
Above all the Council should make sure that it uses its power to the fullest
extent, guanteeing the students a sirong say in the policies of their college.

^Sfl

The Student Executive Committee is a relatively young oi^Snlfltion
made possible by a mandate of the student body. After evolving from its
formation less than two yeVs ago, it is now in a position to become truly
responsive to you by strengthening the committee and its goals. If would
thus be enabled lo the most effectively represent you m$ <ieai w i t t i y o u r
needs and wishes. With my past experience and present interest i beiieve
mat i 3m well qualified to pursue these ends
S
Thayer

Music Rin^s

Master Carilloneur Plays at Trinity
By Daniel Bial
James R. Lawson, master carilloneur of
the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial
Carilion of the Riverside Church in New
York City, the largest carillon in the world,
lectured and performed for Trinity students
on September 27 and 28.
For those of you who are not exactly sure
what a carillon is — a definition. A carillon
is a series of fixed cup-shaped bells with a
chromatic range of at least two octaves.
Originally there were only four bells in a
row, hence the name (coming from the latin
'quadrilionem'), and was struck manually
with a hammer.
For a bit of historical background: A 13th
carillon-maker created the mechanistic
ringing of the bells, and in 1480 the Antwerp
carillon was the first to possess a keyboard.
The oldest existent carillon is presently in
the Rijks-museum in Amsterdam; it was
built in 1554. Other historic carillons exist in
Utrecht, Delft, Amerfoot, Flanders, Ghent,

and Mechelen, all dating from the 17th
century. The French city of Louvain has
three carillons. The major carillon school is
at Mechelen, Belgium.
Now for a plug of the Carillon at our Alma
Mater. This is one of the oldest in America.
William Gwinn Mather (class of 1877), had
the money donated so that our chapel could
be built. In 1931, the Reverend Doctor, and
Mrs. Plumb had the carillon installed in the
chapel as a memorial for their son John,
who died while still a senior. This set was
built by John Taylor and Co. (a prestigious
name in carillon-making). It contains
thirty
bells of which the lowest (A'B1) weighs 5600
pounds.
It was on these bells that Mr. Lawson
performed. He played works by Besard,
Bach,"Handel, Mozart, Honegger, Verlie,
Teygeler, Barnes, Mendelssohn, and
assorted folksongs. These pieces were well
played, and showed much dexterity. He is.

Folk Society Sponsors Jam
By Lois Kimmelman
The Refuse, who said they won first place
From the teeming shores of New York
came the Wretched Refuse, an old time in the New York Old Timey.and Bluegrass
string band, to play three hours' worth of contest (and also "The Most Nonfoot-stompin' music last Saturday night. Professional Group Award"), played a
The group is unique in that they specialize in variety of tunes, in both their square dance
old American square dance music and and bluegrass styles. The peak of their
performance came about halfway through
extremely sick jokes.
The Washington Room, where they the night, when they played a homey renplayed, was never filled to capacity, but dition of "Turkey in the Straw." However,
most of the 200 people who drifted in and out their music was consistently charming and
seemed to be enjoying the group's tunes coherent throughout the night.
The Trinity Folk Society sponsored the
immensely. Quite a few people were inspired to get out on the floor and do their Wretched Refuse as their first major activity this year. Bonnie Bernstein, '76,
own brand of "swing your partner."
The Refuse includes five young talented founder of the society along with Rob
men who played one guitar, one mandolin, Sweeney, '76, said the society, which had its
two fiddles, and one bass. Sometimes one of first meeting on'Friday, September 21, is
the fiddle players played the bass and the open to anyone and will meet regularly to
bass player played the guitar, which proved have informal jam sessions and plan outside
to be a very good switch because they were entertainment.
Other projects of the society include
both so adept at their second instruments.
For a few songs, the Refuse summoned a square dance and songwriting workshops, a
friend to play what they called the "lim- folk music library, and more special perberjack", a wooden doll she held in one hand formers, according to Bernstein. The next
that would dance and make a clicking sound performer scheduled is Ed Trickett, a
while she would steadily hit a board below it Trinity alumnus, a Yale psychology
professor, and a well-known folk singer.
with her other hand.

Boyd Accuses Baraka
By Jim Cobbs

Blacks because of his revolutionary poetry,
he said.
Boyd said Prudential wanted to replace
the former Newark Mayor Adannicio and
his Mafia "machine" with one of their own
men, because they felt the former mayor
could no longer control the city effectively.
The CIA helped Prudential form the
strategy to control the ghetto, Boyd
claimed. "Baraka is trying to turn the
people of Newark into slave labor," he said.
Boyd said the CIA's strategy includes using
high school kids to break strikes and busting
the teachers' union." He 'educates' children
into zombies with regimentation and
mindless drill of pidgin Swahili at his
government-sponsored free school," he
said.

Photo by Lloyd Wolf

Zek Boyd

obviously an artist of consummate ability.
He h s devoted his life to the playing and
teaching of the carillon. Although the ear
may discern atonalities in the music of the
carillon, the fault does not lie in the player,
but in the bells which are notoriously hard to
tune, and to keep tuned.
For those students who opted to come to
Trinity because of our wonderful carillon, in
all probability you were at the lecture that
Mr. Lawson gave last Thursday night. At
this lecture Mr. Lawson described the
history of carillons, punctuating his
remarks with many slides of the famous
bells of Europe. He also showed an original
filmstrip. For those of you who were
oblivious to this historic landmark, it is still
not too late for you to get interested. Those
who join the Trinity Guild of Carilloneurs
will have an ample opportunity during the
academic year to play the instrument under

Flagellation
Your sophomore roommates, where are
Gather ye whips and knotted ropes
Stomp your dreams and kill your hopes they?
Commingling blood and tattered flesh Phil-lingering in the latter day.
Face the Void and start afresh.
A flirt with Hell, a Dance with Death
Sweet nothings spake with rasping breath.
Four years of evil deeds are done
Find your lost Nubility at last
Our blood and tears will run as one.
In writhing royal pain in the grass.
An anguished cry - we rise above
Debauchery and frail free love.
Winnow greed and drunken lust
Like barren seed in the settling dust.
For where's your lover in your pain? Expose ye your sins while ye may
Your stoned cronies? Deaf, again.
Come rollicking seniors hard at flay.

"Joe Mole

The concept behind the book is sound, and
the slick style at which Lotz is very adept

Boyd declared that the Prudential In• surance Company of Newark and the CIA
used Baraka to gain control of the ghetto.
They chose Baraka as part of their
machinery because he was popular with the

The Party spokesman said the local Labor
Party is presently concentrating on possible
CIA involvement in the Hartford Government but refused to elaborate until the party
has full documentation.

propels the reader very swiftly through the
book.
1 was both amused and intrigued, though
more by Lotz's ideas and "fantasies", than
by any particular character per se.
The book works, and it may disturb a few
slumbering political molecules lurking in
your heads.

Announcement
Writing Poetry or printing your own
picutres on the sly? I'm thinking of reinstituting that beloved tradition of a
"Poet's Cornered" and/or "Gallery". If you
are interested, drop a note to Arts Editor,
Box 575.

The Whole Earth Catalogue calls it"A masterpiece.
If youdon'tthinkyouhaveany questions about your body, you'll probably be surprised. And if you're
looking for a stronger, clearer sense of yourself as a woman, you'll
be satisfied."
-Oiana Shugart, The Whole Earth Catalogue

Saturday Review saysIt's one of those rare books that truly
make a difference.
. One wants to urge, cajole and plead with
women — and men, too, most of them
'' equally ignorant of the female body — to
• read it, study it, discuss it with friends, use
i it as a reference, and perhaps even lend it
to a doctor."
—Genevleve Stuttaford,
, . ... . . , , - * '
Saturday.ReWew
First prepared and published locally by The
Boston Women's Health Book Collective,
this great underground bestseller
—now published for general distribution — covers such sub
lects as anatomy, sexuality,
birth control, abortion, nutri
tion. exercise, childbeanng,
common medical problems
of women, and much, much
more —all of it carefully
researched, clearly illustrated and presented
from the women's
point of view.

In a telephone interview later in the week
a Labor Party spokesman said the Party
would hold further forums at Trinity on the
coup in Chile,
The Labor Party has a candidate running
for mayor of New York City, said the
spokesmen! "In the Connecticut elections
next year we are planning to run a candidate
for governor and senator," he said.

frompg. 7

thousands of people in their age group and
situation throughout the United States to
become a viable force in redirecting their
country's (our country's) policies
and
:
priorities.
'
That Lotz is basing this concept on a very
basic Marxian idea ol a "Vanguard Party"
leading a revolution is especially interesting
to me. That the book in many ways hearkens
back to that dubious classic, "The
Strawberry Statement", is one of its unfortunate drawbacks. For this reviewer,
however, after the boring nirvana-seeking
"confessions" of a Carlos Casteneda, "Joe
Mole" is a stimulating relief.

Boyden said the Labor Party is trying to
stop the activities of Baraka in Newark, as
well as similar plots in other cities. "The
labor party uses forums, marches and
propoganda to reveal the truth about the
CIA,"he said.

On Wednesday Zek Boyd, a spokesman
for the U.S. Labor Party accused Imamu
Baraka (formerly Leroi, Jones) of working
for the CIA to enslave the working class in
Newark. Speaking in McCook Auditorium
before an audience of 25, Boyd charged,
"Baraka is the governments man in the
ghetto, bought and paid for."

the supervision of the Master Carilloneur.
This year the Master Carilloneur is a
Mistress Carilloneuse (a Trinity first),
Suzanne Gates.
I was allowed to watch Mr. Lawson play
last Friday night, and I made every attempt
to do so. However, I discovered that the
instrument is very poorly placed. To reach
it, you must overcome two sets of small dark
spiral staircases, and then one more ladder.
Unfortunately I am stricken with acute
acrophobia, which prevented me from
making it all the way up to the top of the
chapel to see him. From what I hear, those
who are not afflicted with this maladay
should essay to reach the danged machine.
Even if they are not musical, the opportunity of seeing someone play the extended keyboard of the Carillon is
something to behold.

OUR BODIES
OURSELVES
By The Boston Women's Health Book Collective
Touchstone paperback $2.95 • Simon and Schuster
Phato: J*ob«rt Pjrent
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David Fechtor

"An Evening of Mime
By Marcia Speziale
Those of you who missed "An Evening of
Mime", September 28th, with David
Fechtor missed a lot. You missed the experience of seeing a Harvard sophomore
express himself in a form of art which is
nothing less than fascinating.
The show opened the 1973-74 "Whole Man
Series" at the Kingswood-Oxford School in
West Hartford. Fechtor, himself a graduate
of that school, and a native of West Hartford, returned to his alma mater to delight
the audience with a one-man show.
After strains of Handel set the mood,
David began by "walking"- or giving the
illusion of walking-one of the key
movements of pantomime. He then modified
this by "Walking against the wind," and
adapting his body accordingly. A variety of
routines followed, based in part on ideas of
Marcel Marceau and Jewel Walker, which
he adapted to fit his own style.
On the whole, it was not a virtuoso performance, but there were many good
moments, and on the basis of the moves and
movements which were "right" the show
was well worth seeing, One piece, entitled
"The Tug of War" particularly brought out
David's excellent physical condition and
muscle tone. Daily exercise sessions and
regular rehearsals have helped him achieve
admirable self-control, so important to the
mime. Looking at the tension and strain in
his physical stance, we, the audience, could
actually feel him struggling in a tug of war,
even though the rope was imaginary, and no
one pulled the other end.

and says that Marceau and Jewel Walker of
"The Cowboy" and "The Piano-Mover" the Carnegie Melon institute have inlikewise showed David's well-developed fluenced his work more than Etienne
sense of object relationship. Leaning on a
DeCroux (the 77 year old "father of modern
bar which was not there and moving a
mime"). Whereas "le mime" is the art of
"piano" required complete shifting of the
the identification of man with nature and the
mime's center of gravity, to create the
elements, pantomime relies on silent
illusion of being supported by something,
movement, gesture and facial expression to
when in actuality the artist was holding
himself up. Mounting a "horse" was also develop a story. The distinction is not
done cleanly, precisely, and unmistakably. always clearly drawn. David quotes Marcel
Marceau to explain the difference, " 'Mime
By far the best selection was called "The is like notes in the scale, Pantomime is like
Room." A simple piece, it took place bet- the tune created by putting the notes
ween four "walls" and a "ceiling" which together.' "
slowly~and then not so slowly-closed in on
the solitary being between them. Using hand
In the tradition of the Italian Commcdiu
movements. David excellently described dell arte, David used white face make-up to
the room and its imposing borders. As accentuate facial gestures. This is typical of
spectator, I was so caught up in the action, performers who rely on the face to get an
that I could see and feel the final en- emotional response. Had he done pure
casement in a small box.
mime, he might even have covered his head
There were, of course, weak spots, as with gauze so that expression would come
there must be for anyone who has only from the body alone. "Sideshow", "Butstudied mime for four years. My immediate terfly," and "The Mask Maker" all had a
reaction to "Walking" was, "He didn't get great deal of facial movement-so much so
anywhere." Granted, the object was to that it detracted from the routines as unified
create the image of walking without ac- pieces. David was most effective when he let
tually leaving the starting point. However, his body say it, not when he used his face to
that image was not created well enough for get a laugh or produce an effect. This is not
me to forget that David, as artist, was trying to say that he should perform only mime. He
to create an illusion, His movements is on the right track with a synthesis of
displayed careful thought and practice, but mime and pantomime, but there should be a
he did not really look as if he were walking. better balance between the two, so that the
"Walking Against the Wind" displayed the entire body may become an expression.
same weaknesses, and it was unfortunate
David feels that people would be bored if
that these two selections opened the show.
David considers himself more a per- he did the entire show without any music, so
former of pantomime than of pure mime, he uses litUe known musical pieces which

will complement his routines and not call
attention to themselves. For most of Friday
night, this system worked well. Many times,
I was so involved in what he was doing, that
1 was not conscious of the music as a
separate entity. During "The Kite",
however, which was done to classical guitar
music by Sor, I wondered what had come
first, "The Kite," or the guitar music. This
routine, more than any other, seemed very
dancclike. It was well done, and the effect
was nice, but I did question its place in an
"Evening of Mime."
AS I or plots: some of them were more
elaborate than others, such as "The
Creation of the World," (in which, by the
way, his arm ripples were on a par with
Ruth St. Denis herself), "Wishes"
"Memory," and "Suicide", Others, like
"Walking," and "Walking against the (
Wind," had virtually no plot structure. The '
height of anti-plot was a piece entitled
"Invisible Man," in which the audience
watched-or didn't watch-the antics of a
very elusive character. Eclectic in his
approach, David draws on ideas from other
performers, giving them a new twist or
adding something of his own. Some of the
selections, including "Cowboy" and
"Memory" are completely original.
On the whole, the program was wellplanned, making use of the variety of
materials the West Hartford mime has to
offer..The important thing is that David
Fechtor did have a lot to express, It is obvious that he is still experimenting with
techniques, some of which worked and some
of which didn't Because he was willing to
try difficult things, he left himself open to
failings, and his performance was not
without definite weaknesses. But because he
did not over-limit himself, because he had
the courage and enthusiasm to put himself
on the line, he created some truly exciting
and dramatic incidences, giving his
audience glimpses of what his art is all
about. For this, they were grateful.

"Cop-Out"
Friday, October 5th, at 4:13 in Goodwin
Theatre in the Austin Arts Centre, John
Guare's zany play "CojhGut" will be
presented. Directed by Carol Livingston,
produced by Jesters, and featuring Brian
McEleney and Ann Convery in the title and
all other roles, "Cop-Out" manages to include almost every kind of performance and
audience reaction in about one hour's time.
It is a very funny play on. all levels, from
struggling cop meets cksmonstrator to
Marilyn Monroe meets George Washington,
and the actors are called to play a wide
variety of parts. Essentially a comment on
the silver age of the late sixties, "Cop-Out"
also takes a poke at movies, commercial
sex, detective plots, and a lot more. The
brilliant way John Guare handles the many
themes makes for really good theatre, and
everyone is welcome and urged to come and
watch. It's free!

Judy Rohrer
By Kay Lord Newburger

Judy Rohrer, the Art History Department's new professor

Photo by jody Scats

Miss Rohrer, having spent the last two
years in Barcelona, is now teaching 19th
Century painting, sculpture and architecture at Trinity. A former teacher at U.
Mass, and Columbia, she came to Trinity
because of its emphasis on good teaching, its
being a fairly quiet campus in close
proximity to the metropolitan areas of
Boston and New York.
Miss Rohrer's approach to art history is to
view it as a "reflection of social needs,
making it important to study the general
cultural movements as well as the individual artists.
"Her commitment to this interpretation
is illustrated by her doctor af• dissertation,
on which she is working for Columbia
University. Her research deals with the
architecture of fin-de-siecle Barcelona in
context of both Gaudi and the political
movements for autonomy in Catalonia.
Her main goal in teaching is to communicate the "basic currents of the Per}?°
and to get away from some of tne
stereotypes usually taught in introductory
courses." Her teaching plans for the future
consist of a "Woman in Art" course. » «
would like to deal with boCh "women (
creators and the influence of male oner
criticism and historical -writing on
image of the women in art,"

"
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Greta Garbo and Grand Hotel

By Carla Rosati

"She is a woman who marches to some
unstruck music, unheard by the rest of us."
So raved a reporter to whom Greta Garbo
gave the last interview she ever granted, in
1929. For the millions of her adoring fans,
soon dubbed "Garbomaniacs", she was
unique, truly "the woman who walks
alone," the most individualistic of that
sparkling pantheon of stars who graced
Hollywood in the dying days of the silents
and the birth of the talkies. In all of her
films, she was the loner, wary of any contacts with the rest of humanity, listening only
to that unstruck music, obeying only that
inner command which ordered her to live
according to her own desires and none
other; one of the most famous of her individualistic characterizations was that of
Grusinskaya, the ageing Russian ballerina,
in Grand Hotel, a film made in 1932 at the
peak of her career and now playing at
Cinestudio.
Typical of the "all-star" movies made by
the big studios in the Thirties, Grand Hotel
exposes a glittering cross-section of upperclass lifestyles against the backdrop of a
swank Berlin hotel. In a cast studded with
such stars as John Barrymore as an impoverished baron turned jewel thief,
Wallace Beery as an unscrupulous industrialist, and Joan Crawford as an am-

bitious secretary, Garbo stands out above
them all as the unhappy, exiled dancer,
growing old and weary, thirsting for affection and love. She is disillusioned with
this world and its people, virtually a recluse
in her suite until love enters her life and then
departs.
In most of her films, the key to Garbo's
nature and actions is her need and desire for
men, as Bosley Crowther once wrote of her:
"She is starving for love, quietly,
passionately, profoundly. She must have
love or she will die...What she craves and
seeks and never reaches is a permanent
conjunction with a man who is every bit as
magnificent, generous, and passionate as
she, but since there is no such creature.,.,
she is compelled to be alone." It is the same
in Grand Hotel; Grusinskaya sits waiting in
her plush room, aching for that lover who
will boldly tear down the fortress that she
had so carefully built up around her to
protect herself from the too-vivid joys and
sorrows of human existence. And even as
you sit there watching, vicariously reveling
in her happiness, as that lover does come
and knocks down all of her defenses, you can
still feel your heart breaking for her,

alone again. She is doomed to solitude, and
you begin to wonder if all this insistence on
seclusion, all this reiteration of "I vant to be
alone," is only a mask for a helpless woman
to justify to herself an incontrovertible fact.
She desires a great love, but cannot hold it,
for her nature has decreed that she will be
alone forever.
It was in this type of role that Garbo
revelaed her greatness as an actress; what
would have been unbearable saccharine in
the hands of another performer became
strak tragedy in Garbo's characterization.
By utilizing the assets in her face, body, and
voice, she managed to give great performances without seeming to emote. Her
fact, too angular for prettiness, was instead
pensively beautiful with its large, haunted
eyes and the wistfulness of its voluptuous
mouth. Her body, seemingly awkward and
lanky, became majestic and statuesque with
an air of serene intensify in every
movement,
And her voice! It is incredible to believe
that once film executives were fearful of
allowing her to continue in motion pictures
when talkies came because of her supposedly thick Swedish accent. When she was
finally permitted to "talk" in 1930, the deep,
almost masculine voice that was revealed
perfectly matched the aura of mystery that

Poetry Reading: An Open House in the
Trumbell Room (third floor of the Library),
Tues. Oct. 2 at 8:15: Clive E. Driver will
speak on "Tags and Scraps of Marianne
Moore".
Exhibits: Marianne Moore Exhibit
through Oct. 21 in Library lobby and in the
Trumbell Room.
Photography Exhibit, by David Levin in
the Austin Arts Center.
Also in Austin Arts, Selections from the
George F. McMurray Collection, through
November 2.
Music: Doc Watson and Son, Oct. 6 in the
Washington Room.
Drama: "Cop-Out", Friday, Oct. 5 at 4:15
in Goodwin Theatre in the Austin Arts
Center. Play by John Guare, Director, Carol
Livingston.
Also, tryouts for the Lift One Act Series,
Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 34, 7-10
p.m., Garmany Hall in Austin Arts.
Films: Tues., Oct. 2: "Grand Hotel"
(7:30): Garbo Extraordinaire! "Singin' in
the Rain" (9:40): A splash of nostalgia from
1952.
Wed.-Sat., "Roma" (7:30): Feliini
frolicks through the streets of la Citta
Eternal "Satyricon" (9:35): Don't miss
this! a Fellini spectacular-issimo.
Sun-Tues., "Love and Pain and the Whole
Damn Thing" (7:30): A guided tour of
Spain, if nothing else. "Macbeth", (9;35)
Polanski.
OFF-CAMPUS
Drama: Yale Repertory Theatre, Friday,
Oct. 5: Opening of a new production of "The
Tempest"; accompanied by a score composed by Henry Purcell for an operatic
adaptation of the play in 1690.
Hartford Stage Company, "My Sister, My
Sister", Ray Aranha, through Nov. 4. Call
525-5601.
Wadsworth Atheneum: Oct. H, "City
Lights" (7:30), "The Chaplin Review"
(9:15). Chaplin series through Nov. 4,
tickets-$l.O0. Call 247-3695.
Also, through Oct. 2B, "Eadweard
Muybridge", the Stanford Years, 19th
century photography^
The Bushncll: The Philadelphia Orchestra with Eugene Ormandy, Oct. 6,
phone reservations at 527-3123.

*RTC Reviews

Mr. T."

Stanley Turrentine's new album is both
commercially and musically pleasing. Bob
James, the arranger, uses electrified instruments in a soulful way without sinking
into the mindless "funk" so many others are
now serving up. And Mr. T himself comes
across loud, clear and soulful.
The title track, a Marvin Gaye tune, sets
the tone of the album. Moderately paced, it
relaxes the listener and allows him to ease
his way into the set. Turrentine refuses to
Tryouts for the Lift One Act Series will be
dominate the solo space; a good portion of
odd
family
man.
The
characters
are
"He"
held Wednesday and Thursday, October 3rd
the song is given over to an enjoyable piano
and
"She",
and
the
comedy
ranges
from
the
and 4th, 7-10 p.m. in Garmany Hall in the
Austin Arts Centre. The plays will be witty to the absurd to farce and back again. solo by Bob James. What Turrentine retains
Mitch Karlan will direct "Next", by for himself, he fills quite well.
presented early in November and are
The care Bob James lavishes on the horn
Terence
McNally, a funny play with a twist
produced jointly by Jesters and the Theatre
Arts Department. They are generally about to it. The characters are Marion Cheever, a and string arrangements here and
one half hour in length and take place on the 48-year-old man who has received his draft throughout the album should be noted.
lift of the main stage.
induction notice, and Sgt. Thech, the nurse James escapes the cliches which can mar
arrangements. He avoids the overlush
The five directors will be casting a total of who is giving him his physical. The plot may string sound which has turned many
be
inferred,
and
it
is
a
very
amusing
play.
seven women and eight men, and everyone
recordings sickeningly sweet. At the same
is welcome to try out, regardless of exLast but not least, Tim Warren will be time he uses the horn section to reinforce the
perience. They will also be looking for stage directing "The Fantastic Family", by melody without resorting to endlessly
managers and backstage help with George Bernard Shaw. Tim describes it as repetitious tiffing (playing the same phrase
costumes and sets. There is a special in- "an irresponsible farce, in fact, a disgrace over and over). James uses both sections to
vitation to all those who have been secretly to Shaw's maturer moments". The support Turrentine without being obtrusive.
avoiding auditions due to ignorance or characters are Horace Brabazon, a dandy This necessitates, as James demonstrates,
found on a doorstep who seeks another or- long periods of silence on the part of the horn
shyness!
The plays this year cover a broad range. phan to marry through the offices of the and string players when they are not
Leslie Pollock, who will be directing "Dust Lord Chancellor, but who is held up in his needed.
an elderly clerk, Mercer, who
of the Road" by Kenneth Sawyer Goodman, endeavor byhim
The next track, "Two for T", is a fastto fisticuffs, or what turns
describes the plot briefly as "sin and per- challenges
moving Turrentine original. The voicing of
out
to
be
a
sword
fight
with
pokers.
The
only
jury committed on Christmas morning." A other character is Anastasia, a properly the instruments (Turrentine and rhythm
serious, traditional play, it is set in an old brought up young woman recently escaped section only) in the intro gives just the
Western farmhouse in the early twentieth from a mental hospital, who is also seeking barest hint of the old bop ensemble sound.
century. The characters are Prudence and an orphan seeking conjugal bliss.
This illusion is quickly shattered by the
Peter, a young couple in their thirties, their
presence of Harold Mabern on electric
elder Uncle, and a Tramp of uncertain age.
The plays promise to be very exciting, and piano. While Turrentine gives a brief salute
Mercy Cook will be directing "Calm Down
the invitation stands to anyone and everyone to the origins of contemporary jazz, he also
Mother" by Megan Terry, a play the author
who is interested: Wednesday and Thursday reminds us that the music he is playing is
describes as "a transofrmation of three
of this week, 7-10 p.m. Garmany Hall, Austin that of the '70s.
women". The play consists of three
Arts Centre.
Turrenfine's solo fits right in with the
characters, Woman #1, §2 and #3, who take
lively chanacter of the tune. It is a joy to
on a great variety of roles throughout the
listen to. Harold Mabern follows with a
play. As they find themselves in various
competent, if uninspired, solo. Idris
situations, such as three whores, three
Muhammad on drums and Ron Carter on
elderly women, a mother and her daughters,
bass bring us back to the theme via a brief
they must deal with their feelings of being
but impressive duet. Both men provide a
trapped because they are female.
firm rhythmic foundation throughout the
album, making this showcasing of their
By J.B. Franklin
John Guare's "The Loyliest Afternoon of
talents a well-deserved interlude. This also
the Year" will be directed by Brian
is a treat for the listener.
Change S.D.S. to S.O.S. (Students for an
McEleney. Brian's play is somewhat
Organized Society), add a dynamic dose of
shorter than the others, about twenty
"Too Blue," another original, is a fine
1968 political fervor, a radical author's finger-popping tune, due to Ron Carter's
minutes rather than a full half hour. It is a
imagination and fervent desire to create a bass, which positively struts throughout the
funny play about a small Ohio girl who
little nightmare for Richard Nixon and we cut. Turrentine's solo has a fiery touch
comes to the big city and falls in love with an
have "Joe Mole, Please Say No", published which nicely heightens the feeling of the
Also, The Leningrad Philharmonic, Sat. by the Streeten Press in July of this year. song, Eric Gale enters thespotUght next and
Oct. 20, Guest Conductor, Gennady RozhThis is a short, fast-moving book in the gives a performance which is good but not
destrensky. Call 527-3123 for reservations gonzo-journalfstic style popularized by Jack up to his guitar work on the next track. Bob
now.
Kerouac in the 50's and GO's and Hunter S. James'piano work closes out the tune.
"Cervantes", written by Norman Corwin, Thompson in the 70's. This style is
The final cut, " I Could Never Repay Your
characterized by the narrator (in this case Love",
Oct. 8, 8 p.m.
a beautiful ballad which puts the
"Thurber", selected and played by Joe Mole) as both observer and participant. finishingis touch
on the album. Turraitjne
Author Uriah W. Lota has taken what may plays his heart out..
William Windom, Fri., Oct. 26 at 8 p.m.
of his enthusiasm
Opera: bizet's "Carmen", Tues., Oct. 16 be the ripest group in the country to bring communicates itselfSome
to
Gale,
follows
at The Connecticut Opera Association, 15 about complete social change and upheaval with an excellent solo. Richard who
Tee's organ
Lewis St., Hartford, with Viorica Cortez, - students who have graduated from college work is a trifle derivative. However,
this is a
Jean Bonhomme, Karen Armstrong, and $20,000 of their parents' money later minor flaw in a good song. Turrentine
have found themselves either woefully returns for a second solo which the horn and
Samuel Timberlake. Call 522-9474.
Hartt College.1 "An Opera Singer in Spite underemployed or jobless.
string sections complement beautifully.
of Myself", Oct. 10, Brenda Lewis of the
The story begins when a group of formerly Together they lift the listener right out of the
Metropolitan Opera Company. The first ol politically active students from a big-city record and leave him smiling.
six lecture-demonstrations for which the university (presumably Columbia) come
Though this album contains no startlingly
theme is "The Arts -- Ups and Downs". The together at the apartment of Joe (Delaney)
second Is Oct. 17 when music critic Michae] Mole. These are people who have become new music, it is well done, The first and last
Steinberg of The Boston Globe will present completely disillusioned and disassociated tracks get the listener into and out of the
"Seven Ways of Looking at a Walts by with what remains (or what is left) of the record; the other two tracks keep him happy
while he's there. "Don't Mess With Mr. T" is
Chopin - Questions Critics Ask". Call S.D.S,
GrayceLong at Hartt College, 523-4811, Ext.
Very simply, this small, admittedly elite a relaxed album for those quiet moments
463 for information and reservations for group pian a revolution. Phase one ofrtheir when you need an album to curl up with. As
series of single subscriptions.
plan is to contact and organize the tens of such, it makes fine listening.
But nothing ever goes on in Hartford.
To Pg. 5
Right?
because you know that this idyl will not last,
that this lover is not as perfect as her
illusions paint him, that she will soon be

Lift One Act Series

In the Arts

her body and face projected. It was a voice
that transformed ordinary speech into
profound truths, that struck answering
chords in all of its listeners. With these
assets and the mysterious, luminous intensity and passion that emanated from
them, Garbo molded her great characterization, still remembered today, as the
magnificent woman, searching for love and
human companionship, and doomed to
disappointment and a lifetime of solitude.
The role of Grusinskaya was for Garbo the
high point of her career. Although she was to
play even better roles later on in the Thirties, her type of characterization became
less and less popular with the mass
audience. Wisely, she retired while she was
still a star and retreated to a seclusion from
which she has rarely emerged. The illusion
of her has never been shattered; she is still
our only film goddess.

Book Review

"Joe Mole"

THE TRIPOD
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Abolish the Quota
Neither President Lockwood nor the
Trustees nor the Trinity Women's
Organization (TWO) desire a 50-50 malefemale ratio for Trinity's student body.
Whether the Trustees favor some other
ratio or none at all will not be determined
until their meeting in January. TWO has
come out strongly against the use of any
quota in admissions procedures, because a,
quota would entail sexual discrimination.
We also feel that the quota, which currently
calls for 1000 men to be on campus at all
times, should be abolished.
The Trustees originally established the
quota as a temporary guideline in becoming
coeducational, according to Lockwood. The
idea, evidently, was to wait and see how
coeducation would effect applications from
men as well as what kind and quality of
women would apply.
Initially it seemed as though the caliber of
women at Trinity was extremely high
relative to the men. If this was true, it could

constructive
criticism'
To the Editor,:
Several interesting observations came to
mind as I read Mr. Sanderson's editorial
entitled "Running for Office?" in last
week's issue of the TRIPOD. First, what
opinion was being defended or criticized?
Personally, I am not sure really sure.
Second, was it really an editorial? Again, I
could not really agree that I had read a very
constructive editorial.
The major faults I find with the editorial
are the form: poor humor just doesn't fit
into an editorial; the ambiguity: does Mr.
Sanderson wish to defend or criticize the
Student Executive Committee (SEC) and
the Mather Hall Board of Governors? (MHBOG); the negative criticism: being an
idealist of sorts, I would expect an editorial
to offer legitimate and constructive
criticism; and the lack of factual
arguments: Mr. Sanderson does not appear
to know the distinctions between the functions of the SEC; and the MHBOG.
It would appear that Mr. Sanderson
wishes to imply that students don't vote in

easily be explained by the fact that Trinity
was one of the first of the small men's
liberal arts colleges to admit women; as
such, there were few places for highly
qualified women applicants. This situation
has greatly essed in the last couple of years,
however.
Today, the quota system is indeed sexist.
The quality differential between male and
female applicants has dwindled. Thus there
would be little danger of the school
becoming overwhelmingly female if applicants were compared to all their fellow
applicants rather than only to applicants of
the same sex. The 5-3 ratio discriminates
against the 200 women who were next in line
for admission. If there were no quota, half
of the difference between the male and
female populations at Trinity, or half of 400
would have been women.
The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA),
now under consideration by state
legislatures, is a reference point. Were the

student elections and don't care about the
student government at Trinity. Elections
were held May third and fourth last
semester in which approximately 75% of the
eligible student body voted-certainly a far
cry from the 20% figure which Mr. Sanderson cited. These numbersreflect a much
stronger political legitimacy than any
national government in memory and need
not be a cause for apology to anyone.

ERA law, any discrimination between men
and women would be illegal. Certainly an
institution that prides itself on its
progressivism as Trinity does should pave
the road for the Equal Rights Amendment,
merely not follow the paths of others. And
what better way is there to lead than by the
example that would be set by abolishing the
1000-man quota.
On the positive side, a freer admissions
procedure, to the extent that it would
provide a more even distribution of the
sexes on Trinity's campus, would probably
result in a more relaxed social atmosphere.
Women would no,t feel persecuted, at least
while on campus. Or at least a major step
would be made toward that end. In turn,
communication between. Trinity men and
women would almost certainly become
more free and open. And Trinity College
would develop a more respected place in the
eyes of prospective students as well as
current students.
/

has not been a dead issue since 1971 as Mr.
Sanderson stated.

The Student Activities Committee (SAC)
is the student's administrative body which
decides, among other important matters, by
whom and how the Student Activities
Budget should be spent. The student
government at Trinity is not an arena for
"advice", nor does it provide _us with entertainment; it is a source of "policy power"
The distinctions between the SEC and for students who wish to use it as such.
MHBOG should be more obvious than what
Mr. Sanderson portrays in his editorials.
Yes, ConnPIRG is an educational and
The MHBOG is responsible for Saturday
social
experience in that it gets students
night boogies and other forms of entertainment; not the SEC as Mr. Sanderson involved in some novel political situations.
appears to imply.. To "make the SEC However, Mr. Sanderson's misinformation
election officials feel good" has an am- is strikingly apparent in claiming that
biguity about it that makes one wonder ConnPIRG is not a "political body." Connabout its intent. Is it an attempt at humor? PIRG is exactly that - a "political body"
If so, not only is it poor humor, but it is designed to form a more powerful source of
real student power in the state of Concertainly out of place.
necticut. By its very nature, ConnPIRG is
The SEC is a central student governing designed to be political.
body whose prime function is policy making.
Mr. Sanderson's
ambiguity
and
The policy power, of which Mr. Sanderson
claims there is none, exists in the SEC. Real vagueness are apparent all too often in his
political .power is exerted by student editorial: "The SE<ys only administrative
members of faculty committees on behalf of body in actuality (unless one becomes one of
the SEC, The students of Trinity College do its officers)." I have yet to determine the
have policy making roles; the real question meaning of that statement. What exactly is
is to what extent this power can and should a "Richard Nixon complex?" How does it
develop. This is a live question right now; it relate to student government at Trinity?

Not only do I find many of Mr. Sanderson's opinions vague and ambiguous, but
I find several of them to be outright slurs
against the student government at Trinity.
The "concept of student government at
Trinity" is not "laughable." Student power,
real political power, can and is being
developed both on and off this campus.
Being involved "with student government
does not imply being into "doing things
yourself." Anyone who shows an interest
will be much welcomed by those already
involved.
I feel that Mr. Sanderson's misinformation and general ignorance con• cerning the current state of affairs relating
to student government is a poor excuse for a
poor editorial. The Student Senate is dead
and has been dead for four years. Obviously,
one can no longer discuss student government in terms of the Student Senate. It is
completely unrealistic.
Mr. Sanderson might do himself and the
Trinity community a world of good by
becoming more aware of the functioning of
the SEC by attending an SEC meeting or
two. (There is one tonight at 6:00 p.m. in
Alumni Lounge. They are all open to the
entire student body.)
Sincerely,
Tony Piccirillo '75
Vice Chairperson, SEC
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A Mere Pipe Dream

Who Are The Commies?
By Tom Bray
Who are the Communists in America today? What
group is the most advanced revolutionary element
representing the interests of the working class? I'll be
damned if I know. There are such a proliferation of
leftist parties each claiming to be the true believers of
the Communist faith that it seems impossible to make
any sense out of the whole mess.
For a long time I figured that the true Commies were
the members of the Communist Party, USA. But as it
turns out, they merely follow theparticular brand of
Communism that Moscow espouses. Currently of
course they speak of detente and peaceful coexistence,
while hedging on the issue of Soviet repression. Also
their actions have become very mild-mannered.
Then I ran into the Socialist Labor Party, an old
party founded in the late nineteenth century which
publishes newspapers and conducts forums. After that
I became acquainted with the Socialist Workers Party
which claims to follow Leon Trotsky. Two more versions of the Truth.
Then I bumped into the National Caucas of Labor
Committees, publishers of New Solidarity. They too
profess the Truth. Recently the NCLC has been attacking Imammu Baraka (formerly LeRoi Jones), as
well as a lot of other people and groups which they call

Fascist. NCLC has also recently merged wiin tnetr
youth group Young Workers Liberation League
(YWLL) and their own Natioual Unemployed and
Welfare Rights Organization (NU-WRO) to form the
United States Labor Party. Three groups run by the
same people now become one party which is The
People.
There are also such parties as the Socialist Party,
USA, originally the party of Eugene V. Debs and the
NeW American Movement of Professor Lerner and
others. I am sure there also many other parties and
coalitions and movements. In addition, the Black
liberation movement is split into factions such as the
Republic of New Africa and the Revolutionary Action
Movement, with the Black Panther Party being the
most familiar one.
None of them can make a revolution as long as they
remain fragmented and even hostile to each other.
Their own intercine wars seem to dominate their
consciousness more than the war against capitalism.
Where is the United Front that could contain
ideological conflicts within itself while simultaneously
launching a combined attack on Nixon? As long as
Socialists and Communists and independent leftists
can not get it together among themselves, they/we will
be unable to present the American people with a viable
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alternative to the present system.
It is fortunate for the left that America is in such
rotten shape, otherwise we would drive people away
faster than Nixon drives them away. But Nixon does a
much better job. He is the best organizer the left has.
And as the political and economic situation in America
goes from bad to worse, more and more people will get
pissed off at Nixon and pissed off at our system of
government. More and more one hears predictions like
Solzhenitsyn's that the "American Revolution" (the
second one that is) will come within five years. What
precise form it will take is anyone's guess. Certainly
there will be heavy Socialist elements in it. Maybe it
can be done peacefully. But I have this gnawing fear in
the pit of my stomach that it v/ill be rather bloody.
Sometimes I feel I should welcome it, other times I
shudder at its implications. Which way will states like
Texas, Mississippi, and Alabama go? What will happen
(indeed, what is happening) to the Black Liberation
Army in the South? Will the most intelligent and
politically advanced sections of the working class be
wiped out in a civil war as happened in Russia?
Bloodletting is certainly not to be condoned, whether it
is Fascist or Communist bloodletting. But as long as
our system stays the way it is, the change has to come.

—

Abortion: Is It Finally Resolved?
By Ellen Thomson
Most of us breathed a sigh of relief upon hearing the
Jan. 22 Supreme Court decision. We believed the battle
to be over. On the contrary, the issue of abortion has by
no means been resolved! In fact, right now the current
abortion law is facing an extremely dangerous threat.
Part of the decision, summarized by Justice Blackman, reads as follows:
1. A state criminal abortion sature of the current
Texas type, that excepts from criminality only a life
saving procedure on behalf of the mother, without
regard to pregnancy stage and without recognition of
the other interests involved, is violative of the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
(a) For the stage prior to approximately the end of
the first trimester, the abortion decision and its effectiveness must be left to the medical judgement of
the pregnant woman's attending physician.
.. The above sounds strangely self-evident to me;
however, this decision is being challenged. This is even
before its effects can be evaluated. On both state and
federal levels abortion is not legally dead. In the
Senate, James Buckley has introduced an amendment:
With respect to the right of life, the word 'person' as
used in this article and in the Fifth and Fourteenth
Articles of Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States, applies to all human beings, including
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their unborn offspring at every stage of their biological
development, irrespective of age, health, function, or
conditions of dependency. ..
While in the House, Representative Lawrence Hogari
has introduced an amendment:
Neither the United States, nor any State, shall
deprive any human being, from the moment of conception, of life without due process of law, nor deny to
any human being, from the moment of conception,
within its jurisdiction, the equal protection of its laws...
Both of the above serve to elevate the status of the fetus
above that of the woman. Rep. Hogan is using a
parlimentary devise called a "discharge petition" to
force his amendment out of the House Judiciary
Committee and onto open debate on the floor of the
House. There a2/3 majority wouldsendit to" the Senate
where a 2/3 majority vote would put the amendment
before the individual states. Marilyn Seichter, lawyer
in Women vs. Conn,, maintains once this happens the
required 3/4 of the states would certainly ratify it,
thereby permanently making it part of the U.S. Constitution. Hogan needs 218 Representatives'
signatures; thus it is imperative that each of us write
our Representatives urging them not to sign this
petition.
Marilyn Seichter stated, at a meeting of the status of
abortion in Conn., that Conn, has no legislation dealing
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with abortion. She explained how some people felt no
law was the best law, as medical regulations such as
malpractise suits, insure consent and proper medical
procedure. Seichter ended her talk by reminding us
that, due to events totally unrelated to this, we are
daily losing our individual rights, and abortion is a
basic right of every women.
This time around the campaign is a very quiet one,
not constantly on the front page, so we are less aware
of its existence. Yet in a lobbying effect, the antiabortion Right-to-Life groups are spending an
estimated 1 million dollars a year! Bella Abzug stated,
"They (Congresspeople approving an amendment
denying legal services to poor women in abortion
cases) said the pressure from Right-to-Life groups was
too strong, and they hadn't been hearing from
proabortionpeople." Apathy is really working against
us. As Bea Blair points out in the October issue of Ms.,
"And so far-with the mail to congress running 100-toone opposing the right to abortions, largely because of
organized Right-to-Life mail compaigns-they are
meeting little interference. Those who support the
Supreme Court decisions seem to feel their battle has
already been won-but it has not."
We must write our Senators and Representatives and
let them know how we feel,

'

In Deference To Madness

Make!

By The Profit of Doom
The Profit will abandon his usual style this week,
forsaking the ideals of Depression, Depravity, arid
Perversion, to bring you some "home-spun" humor. It
is hoped that the reader will take up on these
suggestions, and make the dining hall what it should
be, last week's episode of Zoo-Rama.
1. Always go to lunch at 11:30 a.m. so you can be in
the long line. Get up real close to the person in front of
you and start breathing down his neck. After a few
moments, get even closer and start panting. When the
person turns around to find out what's going on, just
say, "I thought you were someone else." Keep repeating
the entire procedure until you enter the dining hall.
When your victim gives his number, run up to the table
shouting, "That's my number, what are you trying to
do, get in here for nothing!" In the resulting argument,
be as nasty, obnoxious, and aggressive as possible.
Just when the checker is about to throw the person out,
look perplexed, then smile and say, "Oh, 301,1 thought
you said 302. I'm sorry, my mistake."
2. Get in the food line. Make a cute comment to the
person behind you about how long the line is and how
you can't wait. Get out of line and walk up front. Say,
"Excuse me, are there any trays on this side?" When
you are let in line to get a tray, quickly grab' a tray and
silverware and stay in line. This trick works every
time. The stooge letting you in will be so baffled that he
won't say anything.
3. Stick your hand into the ice at the desert rack and
pretend to be looking for something. Tell the employee
that you lost your contact lens in the ice. Have him
melt all the ice and search through the mush for your
imaginary lens. When he is through and apologetically
announces that he can't find it, give him a quizzical
look and say, "What are you talking about, I don't wear
contacts."
4. When you are choosing your main course, pick up
each plate and take a little nibble, carefully tasting it.
Go through the entire row of plates, and act very
dissatisfied. Ask the woman behind the counter if they
have granola. As she is explaining to you that they only
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(Or, 28 Amusing Things To Do At Lunch)
have granola at breakfast, burp very loudly and walk
away.
5. Steal someone's tray and drop it. When you are
asked to clean up the mess, explain, "It's not my tray,
it's his," pointing at the person you stole it from. Grab
someone else's tray and leave the area.
6. Urinate in the soup tureen. After doing so, grab a
bowl and take some soup.
7. Chew up some cookies and spit them out
(pretending to barf) into the butter tray. This is only
effective when a lot of people are watching.
8. Sit down with people you don't know. Clear your
throat a few times, and quickly stick one hand into your
plate (preferably into mash potatoes). Leave that hand
in your food during the whole meal. If anyone asks you
what you're doing, say, "I just had a mild stroke, and I
didn't want to alarm anyone.
9. Excuse yourself from the table telling everyone
that your foot itches.- Go over to the bug juice
dispencer, take off your shoe, and climb up on the
countertop. Remove the top of the container and stick
your foot into the liquid. Groan ecstatically.
10. Walk over to the ice cream freezer, drop your
drawers and fart, saying, "I thought you were someone
else."
11. Stuff one green bean up each nostril. Walk up to
someone and say, "Want to see something cool." Blow
your nose very hard, and shoot the beans into that
person's plate.
12. Challengea big eater (like "Moose" Rolls 0 'Fat)
to an eating contests. When the "Moose" is going up for
his fifth Humbo-Jumbo, sneak a dead frog in his milk
(being careful to make sure it is totally submerged).
Watch the look and subsequent regurgitory action as
"Moose" discovers your surprise.
13. Unscrew the top of the salt shaker and ask the
person next to you, "Hey my friend, can I offer you
some salt," Overturn the shaker making sure the
contents empty into his chocolate chip ice cream.
Apologize profusely.

14. Throw up on your plate, (An old standy-by).
15. Throw up on someone else's plate. (An even
better old stand-by).
16. Just as you are bringing a tasty morsel to your
lips, drop your silverware on your plate, Stand up and
look behind you. Announce embarrassingly to the rest
of your table, "I think I just crapped in my pants,"
17. Start a burping contest,
18. Put jello down someone's back.
19. Always open your mouth when you chew,
20. Blow your nose on your pizza. Offer the pizza to
your neighbor.
21. Get a mouthful of corn niblets. Have an accomplice give you a hard slap on the back. Spit out the
corn in all directions, pretending you are a Gatling
Gun.
22. Start a food fight. Anything can be used for
ammunition. No holds barred,
23. Put a live worm in someone's spaghetti.
24. This one's my favorite. Go from table to table
keeping a sharp lookout for anyone drinking milk, Just
as the person is ready to gulp down a mouthful, let
loose with a witty one-liner (like, "So'syeroldman,").
On a good day, you might be able to make twenty
people get milk up their nose. This prank is even
funnier with black coffee or pastrami sandwiches.
25. Go over to the big tray of dirty silverware by the
conveyor belt and wait till the tray is near full. Grab
the tray and distribute the contents back to the original
users. (This one takes time, so be sure to start early),
26. Take off all your clothes, write, "Wash me
please," on your chest with a Flair pen, and lie down on
the conveyor belt.
27. Stuff your pockets with napkins when you leave
the cafeteria so it looks like you are trying to sneak out
a lot of food. Really make it obvious so you force the
checker to stop you. When she says, "Hey, what have
you got there?" expose yourself and retort, "Check
this out, buffalo breath!"
28. Of course, the most absurd of all; actuality eat
when they give you.

In Deference To Nothing—

Freshman Discrimination
By Jose Ginnis
To the members of the Trinity Community:
Two weeks ago I wrote an article for the Tripod, as
many may remember. I sought to show to all interested the typical, but special feeling that a freshman has on his first day of college. To the best of my
knowledge, most agree that I have fairly accurately
portrayed this feeling. This was especially the reaction
I found from the freshmen, Upperclassmen, of course,
found more to say.
On the day of the release of my article, I sent my
trusty right hand person out to reconnoiter the field.
Here is one typical response that she repeated to me:
"Not bad, said one sophomore."
Unfortunately, that was not all: "for a freshman."
he added.
I had a good laugh over that one. Then I stopped to
think about it. It seemed to point out a certain amount
of discrimination against freshmen. "Aw, forget it," I
told myself. And I did....
That is until two articles came out in the following
issue of the Tripod, one entitled interestingly enough
Ramblings of a First Day Senior (with a mock apology
to me and my article) by the self-styled Prophet of
Doom, and the other an equally interesting A la
Recherche du Lapin Perdu by the regular columnist
Matt Moloshok, who has written such fine articles in
the past that I feel a certain reluctance in thus finding
fault with him, but the light of my grievance shines too
brightly for me to ignore.
I feel that this grievance is a matter of comparable
importance to the quota problem introduced and so
aptly argued for by Shiela Driscoll also in the last issue
of the Tripod. It is a problem facing each and every one
of us. Will we arise to the occasion or will we fall by the

wayside, allowing the seeds of the malignity (SIC) to
spread and grow to alarming proportions.
But 1 talk in the abstract. Let me be specific and
outline the points of the two articles that I found obiectionable.
"Prophet" SCO thinks he is funny in patterning his
article after mine so as to point out the contrast between my supposedly mature and sophisticated (try
lunatic and revolting) outlook. He is. I did have a good
laugh. I was also sick to my stomach, "That's when the
freak show started. The freshmen..."Shall I sue for
slander? What kind of person does he think a freshman
is? It might surprise him to find out that despite his
prediction, I feel quite far away from "wishing I was
dead."
From the tone of his article I can only make one
conclusion, this "Prophet" (SIC) sounds like a sick,
sick person. The was he described his own first year
here, I don't think he was balanced to begin with. "My
biggest problem then was worrying whether or not I
got a B+ or an A- on a test." If this was the scope of his
worries as a freshman then it is no wonder that he felt
it necessary to rythmically beat his head against the
cinderblock wall. Poor, lost soul!
And now that I put away "Prophet" (SIC), I find that
I have complaints to bear against the misdirected
Matt; You have an outstanding arsenal of literary tools
at your disposal, plus a truly remarkable, and very
refreshing style. I only regret that you lost control of
yourself and overstepped your bounds, thus hopping
into unsafe territory. And therefore I feel it is my
unfortunate duty as the momentary defender of the
frosh, to stand up against you, this (SIC) mighty giant,
and slay you as David did Goliath. Perhaps it is not too

great a loss'when I do, though, for relieved of the task
of writing your weekly article (so stricken will you be),
you will have more time to watch those furry,
sometimes little creatures that you have become so
fond of,
I found the interesting phraseology that was stuffed
in your article quite sickening. Did I "endeavor" to tell
of my first day? Am I "like most of the actors in this
comedy" who has (SIC) "survived" long enough to tell
you of my troubles and joys? Am I the "young hero"
whose "most impressive" reported triumph was the
discovery of the rabbit?
No, it is not so, oh master of the wise word. Such a
triumph was quite minor compared to many I had
experienced that day. And I pray it is not true that
"soon, son you'll see things my way." For if this is your
way, as described in your first article: A beer guzzling,
rambling, guilt-ridden neurotic trying vainly to
discover meaning in inequality, then you are truly
bound for a smiliar fate as our misguided "Prophet"
(SIC). If you can come up with no better reason for the
existence of President Sockgood....er....Lockjaw.. ..er Lockwood's rabbit that that "He was there
because...because he was there." then it is easily seen
that your verbosity is only a cover for a very poor intellect, (sorry I had to say that...)
I could say more, but perhaps I have overstayed my
time and so I will stop. My case has been frankly
placed before the people, where it belongs, and they
shall judge. If they feel that my class in general, and I
in particular, have been greiviously wronged, then
without hesitation they should send their representative out to offer apologies and ask for forgiveness.
We shall be lenient. I only inform you: It is not yet too

If Dogs Run Free

Notes From Groundunder

By Matt Moloshok

Matthew Moloshok will not write his usual column this
week since he is currently recovering from wounds
inflicted by a blunt instrument. An acquaintance of his,
Mr. Stepan Verkhovensky, has submitted the following
column. Mr. Moloshok will return to these pages next
week.
Am I a neurotic? If I am, it's small wonder. I wake
up in the morning and pull on my underwear. At least I
thought they were my underwear. I found them at the
laundry and they're much too large.
Falling out of my pants, I then don my jeans. Washed
the night before, the pockets are still wet. As I feel the
cold shivers around my crotch, I gasp in agony and
start stuffing my pockets with anything to forget this
agony.
Better a stretch of time in Siberia than this.
But why should I bore you with my guilt feelings ...
that there are peasants struggling in South America,
that there are poor people suffering in the cities, that
there are workers striving for revolution — for what are
these questions when posed against the agony of
human existence and the question of why men must

suffer to wear a pair of jeans?
The iacticity of my being in these cold, clammy
hands should not, dear reader, make you think I am
going quite mad. I have had assurances from doctors
in Krakow and Petersburg that I am not completely
insane...
But I really must ask why I must be persecuted by
the younger generation. Is it simply because I have
posited that art is what makes life worth living? Is it
because I seek to cast down your idols of the world of
see and touch and show you something else - a
religion? A world-view?
Tasted any good crocodile lately -• or do you eat
people?
. But I digress.
As I fill my pockets with meaningless scraps of
paper- the meal ticket, my identification card (and
would I not be myself without it?) -- I find myself
staring in the mirror. Am I so old and un-handsome?
Do I seek to cover my meaninglessness in a series of
words?

Or would it make more sense to you if I told you that
the poem is as obvious as the nose on your face and it so
dwells in the umpteenth level of nada and is called with
two "d's" and is something that is at once your nose
and before your nose?
And before I can work all these things out in my
head, it's timer I must go and spread the word, my
article takes on a life larger than my own concerns,
and deals with things beyond my understanding - can
you understand that?
Yes, I am a kept man. My life is filled with the
bourgeois concerns. I live for the sake of a leg of lamb
and for my tortured dreams.
So slowly, I advance toward the door - a living wet
dream, a passage to the underground. I pull on my coat
- only its not my coat, but my bathrobe. I do not notice
this curious phenomenon until it is pointed out to me
brutally by a laughing duck in Mather Hall. And
inexplicaliy I find myself elated even at the same time
as I am ashamed.

My Cup of Meat

Various Thrown Gauntlets
By Christopher Merrow
Call me Hieronymous Metatoad. Chris has asked me
to write his column for him this week. He told me he
was distressed over the response he received to his last
piece so this week he had intended to write a topical
piece, i.e. one that could be read over lunch without
having to think too much, which after all, is what the
Tripod's all about isn't it? But at any rate, Chris
couldn't bring himself down to earth, he said he didn't
want to get his hands dirty, and that's why he came to
me. I said 'that if I can sober up I'd be more than glad
to whip something up for him.' I tried, but every idea I
came up with had to be tossed out because someone
I just could not come up with one single idea which
would not give someone indigestion. To prove it to you,
and to Chris, who at this moment is probably hiding
somewhere trying to forget that he asked me to do this,
I decided to list all the ideas I came up with and let you
decide if I'm exagerating when I say that they all
would be offensive to someone.
The first idea I had was to do a piece entitled "Lee
Harvey Oswald, Where are you now that we need
you?". This ran into one problem, namely that it is
illegal to say that it would be 'nice' for someone to
shoot the President in print in a public journal. It's
really too bad that I can't say the President should be
shot, it's such an attractive thought. So for that reason
that idea didn't work.
As I searched for a second idea I remembered a
letter that Chris wrote to the Tripod a couple of years

back. The letter compared a student's participation in
student government to someone pissing in the ocean
trying to raise the water level. Considering that it's
election time I thought resurrecting this letter to be a
good idea. But the more I thought about it the more
convinced I became that I would be making a mistake.
If I did so, I have no doubts that all the student
government types would take offense and make an
issue of it, and then Chris and I would be forced to
spend the rest of the semester defending ourselves
over an issue which is entirely worthless. So, I had to
come up with another idea.
"Jesus Says: Universal Obsessionial Neurosis" was
to be the title for another possible column. I was really
getting into this idea, especially after reading that
something called the Christian Fellowship
Organization had been established at Trinity. I was
already to sit down and start typing when I made the
mistake of going to the T.V. to turn on the Watergate
hearings for a little background music. While stumbling around the dial looking for the right channel I
happened to find the wrong one. Channel 18 Hartford. I
didn't believe it but right there on my screen was some
fruitcake telling me to put my hands on the television
set sing Jesus' name and I'll be healed, after sending
them a small contribution of course. After watching
this for about an hour I finally concluded that these
Jesus people are too far gone to be trifled with. God, if I

insulted them they might even try to crucify me. This
idea definitely had to be forgotten.
Next, I was going to investigate the rumor I had
heard from some- 'high but unnamed sources' that said
Michael Lerner was leaving Trinity to write a column
entitled 'Marxist Love^ for Playboy magazine. Hefner
was reported to have offered Lerner a substantial
raise in salary plus a new pink Ford every year. When I
heard that I began to doubt the rumors, for obviously
Michael Lerner is at least worth a Cadillac. But, I was
forced to forget this idea upon my realization that some
people just can't take jokes. So, I removed my tongue
from my cheek and began to look for something else.
Last but least was a piece entitled "Can the Women's
Movement Survive Billie Jean King", This I didn't do
because I was upset at the conclusion I would have
been forced to draw, namely, that although the
Women's Movement has weathered other attempts to
turn their cause into Big Business the big to-do in
Houston will prove too much for them. Because of
people like Billie Jean and Helen Reddy, women are
now well on their way to becoming commodities, just
like men or new cars or frozen orange juice.
Congratulations, but is this what you really wanted?
At any rate, I'd like to apologize to Chris if all this
gets him in trouble but I just, can't seem to be able to be
topical without offending someone, and the last thing I
want to do is to be offensive. I trust I have proved that.
Ciao.

Community Involvement Notices
I. United Cerebral Palsy
Physically handicapped and retarded
persons are helped by this agency aided by
volunteers. The physically handicapped
come for tutoring, some in preparation for
college, some in math, reading and writing,
others to learn Spanish and other skills. The
retarded need help to learn very simple

Linehan .
2:00 to 5:00. He said that he is there every
Tuesday morning from 9:30 to 12:00 and
every Thursday afternoon from 1:30 to 4:30.
He said that he invites anybody to come up
or call any member of the Board. "We want
people to come up; we don't know what
people want unless they get in touch with us.
Linehan asserted it was very important
that the concert series succeed. He said that
the whole series is costing the Board $14,000
and that "if we don't do well, needless to say
we'll lose our shirts." Trinity students, he
said, are being given a small cut in the ticket
prices. He said that all the groups are very>
good and reasonably well known.

tasks such as counting money, telling time,
etc. The center is open in the evenings and
volunteers are asked to give about two hours
per week. For more information contact:
Leslie Ross, 236-6201.
II. San Juan Tutorial Program
Many Puerto Rican children in Hartford
have difficulty in school because of the

language and this tutorial program is
designed to help them in English. Students
from grades 1 through 8 come to the center
on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
afternoons from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m. to receive
tutoring. It is not necessary that you speak
Spanish to work with these children. For
more information contact the Director of the
Center: Jose Padilla, 522-3892 or 522-6060.

Ill Hartford Neighborhood Centers
Mitchell House and Clay Hill House are
the two centers operated by this agency.
Group leaders for various activities are
being sought especially for leading youth
groups, social clubs, camping, trips, arts
Linehan concluded by saying, "If Trinity and crafts, woodwork, ceramics, dramatics,
students don't start buying tickets for these dance, band, sewing, and tutoring. Peoples
concerts, we're going to be forced to sell of all ages come to these centers and you
them to students at UHart and UConn, and may have your choice of working with the
as a result, those Trinity students who wait age group you are most interested in.
until the last minute to buy tickets probably Centers are open from morning through
won't get in."
night so that scheduling also is flexible. For
more information contact: Karl Brown, 5222129.
Linehan said the Board holds meetings
every Tuesday night at 7:00 in the comIV. American Friends Service Committee
mittee room, which is behind the stage in the
Washington Room. He said that any is conducting a court monitoring project
member of the college community is invited observing the different type of treaknent
to the meetings. The Board, he said, always accorded to persons in the Fourteenth
wants to hear from people if they have a Circuit Court. Observations are made of the
handling of people, their legal defense, the
specific complaint or suggestion.

from pg, 4

sentence they receive, in order to find out
whether minority groups are accorded the
same courtesy and justice as otheirs. Each
volunteer should be willing to give approximately four hours a week, between the
hours of ten to one on weekdays. For more
information contact: Ron Cretaro, 549-2696.
V. Urban League
The Urban League is involved in several
community organization projects around
the issue of education, health, and social
services. One area of activity is Charter Oak
Terrace near the campus. For more information contact: Loralee Huston, 5270147.

London
An area studies program concentrating on
economic, social and political developments in
Western Europe since 1945 will be offered each
lerm in London, England, by the Institute of
European Studies, with which Trinity is affiliated. The initial term will run from 1
February-31 May 1974. Application should be
mado as early as possible (probably by early
October) for the limited places available. More
information is available from Dean Winslow.
Faculty will be drawn largely from the
London School of Economics.
There will be a period of field study on the
Continent; an orientation preceding the
semester; and the English tutorial teaching
technique will be used throughout the term.
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This Week
Tuesday, Oct. 2
3:00-5:00—Students Interested in study In
France—Alumni L.
4:00-8:00 p.m.—StMS, LSC Aud.
4:00—Am, studies Senior maiors—Senate
Room.
6:00— SEC meeting—Alumni'L.
7:00-8:30 p.m.—MHBOG—Committee Room.
8:15 p.m.—Watkinson Library Open House,
Lecture by Clive E. Driver "Tags and Scraps of
Marianne Moore"—Trumbull Room.
7:30—Movie: Grand Hotel—Cinestudio,
9:30—Singin' in the Rain.
10:30— Compline—Chapel,
Wednesday, Oct. 3
12:30—The Eucharist—Chapel.

3:30—Women's Field Hockey—Home.
4:00—Women's Tennis, Smith-—Away.
7:30—Movie: Roma—Cinestudio.
9:45—Satyricon.
8:oo—The Review Society sponsors Student
Poetry Readings—Crypt Chapel.
Friday, Oct. 5
3:30—Women's Tennis, U. of Bridgeport—Home.
4:15—Lilft 1 Act "Cop-Out"—AAC.
7:15 p.m.—Hi Mel Shabbat& Kiddush—Hillel
House.
8:00-11:30—Trinity Folk Society—Goodwin
Lounge.
Saturday, Oct. 6
Yom Kippur.

1:30—Varsity Football, Bates—Away.
2:00—Freshman
& Varsity
Soccer,
MIT—Away.
3:00—Cross country, Bates 8. Brandeis—Away.
8:00—Concert, Doc Watson and Son sponsored by MHBoG—Washington Room,
Sunday, Oct. 7
10:30—The Eucharist, Sermon by Exchange
Chaplain—Chapel.
1:15—Roman
Catholic
Mass—Alumni
Lounge.
7:30—Tennis Clinic, Althea Gibson, sponsored by Trinity Club of Hartford & Sid H,
Conn—Ferris Cent.
7:30—Movie: Love and Pain and the Whole

Announcements

Announcements must be submitted to the
TRIPOD by Saturday afternoon at 5 p.m. Each
announcement must be typed triple space or it
will not be accepted.

Puzzle
The Local Urbanity Fare crossword puzzfe
that appeared In the Tripod three weeks ago,
was won by Ben Freeman 74, Mr. Freeman, a
ctown in his own right, is an accomplished
crossword puzzle expert, having won five
straight Targum crosswords last year at one
point, It is alleged that Mr. Freeman had help
from another person, but there has been no
official confirmation. Anyone interested in the
correct solution to the puzzle, contact box 454 or
579, Incidentally, Mr. Freeman's entry was
submitted the day the puzzle appeared.

FrenchMeeting SEC
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Maiors
and. iall
sudents
interested
in French
studies are invited to come to Alumni Lounge,
Thursday, October 4, 1973, at 8:00 p.m.
Refreshments.

Tripod

All news reporters must turn in their articles
between 3-5 p.m. on Saturdays. You must be
present while your article is being copy-edited;
please do not leave your article in the office
unless one of the copy editors has edited it.
All articles must be typewritten, triple space
on non-erasible paper. Please put your name
and phone number at the end of the article.
Photographers: Please remember to contact
the reporter to find out what type of picture is
necessary for the article.

DO YOU LIKE CHINESE FOOD?
We Service the Most Delicious Chinese Food in Conn...Not the Usual American Chinese
Cooking. BUT TH E GENUINE. The Same Tempting Dishes Y6u Would Enioy in China's Most
Famous Restaurants.
EVERY MONDAY 5 to 9 P.M.

CHINESE BUFFET

T^i^n^n
mill
There
will
be a meeting of the Student
Executive Committee (SEC) tonight/ Tuesday
October 2nd, at 6:00 p.m. in Alumni Lounge.
The public is Invited to attend.

Rome Campus
Application materials for Trinity Campus in
Rome for the January to May semester 1974
will be available in the Office of Educational
Services on October 8. Deadline for submission
is Tuesday, October 30.

Volunteers

Is it possible to institutionalize protest? How
long ago has it been since we cried "irrevelent"
to the standard college offering? Apparently,
protest of Irrelevancy are dead.
The Office of Community Affairs, directed by
Ivan Backer and assisted by Willie Smith, '74,
and Terri Collade, 75, have compiled a liy with
various agencies and centers which need you
and in turn can help your guest become
irrevelent and worthwhile.

Damn Thing—Cinestudio.
9:35—MacBeth.
, Monday, Oct. 8
3:00—Freshman Football, WPI—Away.
3:30—Womens' Field Hockey, Conn.
College—Away.
4:00—Women's Tennis, Mt. Holyoke—Home,
7:00-8:30— Divine Light Mission—Alumni L.
7:30—SIMS—LSC Aud.
7:00—A discussion with a representative
from the Wharton School of Business of U of
Penn., Paula Robbins—Committee Room.
7:30—Movie: Love and Pain and the whole
Damn Thing—Cinestudio.
9:35—MacBeth.

These agencies range in social services from
Juvenile courts to community centers and from
educational tutorials to physical assistance of
handicapped.

Yom Kippur
Tonight, October 2, 7:00-8:00. Rabbi
Rosenbaum (Hillel advisor) will be available
for discussion with any interested students
about Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonementhistory, customs, practices, etc, Hillel House,
30 Crescent Street.
This Friday and Saturday Yom Kippur
services will be held at synagogues in the
Hartford Area. Students are welcome. For
Information about times, transportation, home
hospitality, etc., call Hillel House- 547-3151, ext.
464.

Sukkot

Monday, October 8 at 2:00, join Hillel In the
Chapel Garden to help build our Sukkah and to
celebrate the harvest festival of Sukkot.
Everyone welcome.

A. P. A» Productions Presents

EVERY THURSDAY 5 to 9 P.M.

POLYNESIAN BUFFET
EVERY SUNDAY - , to , .M.
AMERICAN BUFFET

PER PERSON
ALL YOU CAN EAT!

P

Featuring Stated Seafood * Paprika Chicken * Steak Charfar * Chicken Franeese * Salad *
Dessert and Many Others to Choose from...

CHINESE * AMERICAN • POLYNESIAN

50 Park St., Htfd. - T©L 522-5077
Restaurant & Cocktail Lounge
Food to Take Out
Piping Hot
Your Hosts: George and Stanley
Same Management of Former Famous CHAR FAR of New Britain
PARK FREE AT OUR JOHN STREET PARKING LOT

"The James -Montgomery Band"
with special guest

"Tryk"
Sat .Qct 6 at Ss3Q PM*
Manchester Armory
tickets $1
Tickets Located in Hartfordi

STICKY FINGERS and LA SALLE MUSIC

D a D PACKAGE STORE
417 New Britain Avenue

'••••

A pewdor kag of • film."
T I M moat Important political film
of thla

STARTS
FRI.

247-6833

Complete line of wines & spirits
Keg Beer — Party Planning
Free Delivery Service

% knockout
f

e utmost
in suspense

ABC Pizza
(across from campus)
287 New Britain Avenue

It tackles the very subiect
America is most touchy about
-Presidential abuse of power."

DELICIOUS PIZZAS
HOT OVEN
GRINDERS
GREEK SALAD
Call 247-0234 and pick up your order

ROCKER HECLINEB Oh|*jgS'TEl.S*»^O30

Hours: Man. - Thurs. 11-12
Fri. - Sat. l l - l a.m
Sun. 11-12
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Nixon Finds New Friend

The American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) demonstrated that justice is blind
this week by filling a "friend of the court"
brief that argues both for and against the
disclosure of Nixon's White House tapes.
In a Sept. 14 brief to the U.S. Court of
Appeals, ACLU lawyers asked the court to
reject Nixon's claim that he alone can
decide when to comply with a lawful subpoena but also urged the court to consider
the legal and constitutional right to privacy
of those persons whose conversations were
recorded without their consent.

ACLU lawyers suggest that "the participants in the conversations with the
President, who are or will be witnesses or
potential defendants before the grand jury
have the right to move to supress the tapes
by the Special Prosecutor in this action".
This suggestion is based on analysis of
recent Supreme Court opinions which leave
unsettled the question of whether a participant in a conversation which is recorded
by a government officer violates the Fourth
Amendment's prohibition against illegal
search and seizure.

London
Trinity College is offering a round-trip
charter flight to London during Spring vacation
for $221.00. The flight will leave Hartford
Sunday, March 17, 1974, and return Friday,
March 29, 1974, via TWA.
The arrangements have been made for flight
only, since many participants will want to
travel after their arrival in London. Hotel
accommodations, car rental, tours, or other
land arrangements are available separately,
according to needs of individual passengers.

The minimum number of forty participants is
necessary for this low fare, although the
number may exceed forty.
Deposits of $25 are required immediately,
and final payment is required December 21;
this is necessary because TWA expects confirmation and payment shortly after that date.
Contracts are available at" the Mather
Campus Center front desk, and additional
information is available from Dean Ellen
Mulqueen.

CORNER
TAP TAVERN
Michelob
Rupert's
Schlitz
Miller's

ARROW PACKAGE
23 New Britain Ave.
247-2214

Student I.D.'s Honored

5andwiclies-Pizza-B@@r
Kitchen Qoses at 10:30 p.m.

Discounts on case lots

Open: 9 aan. to 1 aan.
everyday except Sunday

of"

WINE - BEER- LIQUOR

i.D.'s ARE REQUIRED

Across the street from campus

Ice 35* Bag

TRY US YOU MAY LIKE US!
Ample Parking in front of store

217 New Britain Avenue
527-5775

549-6575

WHARTON GRADUATE
Why did the average
June Wharton Graduate
receive nearly 5 job offers
per student?
FIND OUT WHAT A CAREER
IN CREATIVE MANAGEMENT CAN DO FOR YOU.
COME TO OUR INFORAAAL SESSION
COMMITTEE ROOM OF THE MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
OCT. 8 7:00p.m.-9:00 p.m. WITH FREE REFRESHMENTS
INTERVIEWS
OCT. 9, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Contact Placement Center
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Announcements
Roots

Grants

The 1974-75 competition for grants for
ROOTS, Inc., the Capitol Region's crisis and
graduate study abroad offered under the
youth counseling center, is celebrating the
Fuibright-Hays Act and by foreign governbeginning of its fourth year of service. A third
ments, universities and private donors will
anniversary open house will be held at ROOTS,
close shortly. Only a few weeks remain In
109 Allyn St., Hartford, on Friday, September
1
which qualified graduate students may apply
28, from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
for one of the 590 awards which are available.
Various services1 of the program include: a
Full grants, which provide round-trip
drop-in center open from 9 a.m. to 12 midnight;
transportation, tuition and maintenance, are
a 24-hour seven-day-a-week telephone hotline;
available to 33 countries. Fulbright-Hays
pregnancy, drug, family, sex, military, v.d.,
Travel Grants are offered to 12 countries, and
alcohol counseling and referral; school rap
private donor awards to 33 countries.
sessions;'emotional crisis-intervention for the
Candidates must be U.S. citizens at the time
Capitol Region; etc. The ROOTS' staff Invites
of application, hold a bachelor's degree or its
ad interested members of the community to
equivalent by the beginning date of the grant,
attend, Refreshments will be served. For more
have language ability commensurate with the
information contact Bill Carter at 525-1131,
demands of the proposed study projects, and
good health. Preference Is given to applicants
between 20 and 35 years of age. Application
forms and further Information may be obtained
from campus Fulbright Program Adviser,
The Trinity Review, this college's literary
Prof. Michael R. Campo. He Is located in
magazine, has now begun soliciting
Seabury Hall 23, with office hours 1:15-2:30 AA, manuscripts and art work for the fall issue. In
W, F. The deadline for filing applications on
the past the Review has been criticized for
this campus is Ocrober 20.
clique control, publication of personalities, and

Trinity Review

MARIONS' LUNCHEONETTE
243 Zion Street
Over the rocks
Orders
To

Open 6 A.M. Until 7 P.M.
Except
Sundays

Go

P.D.M. Grinders & Pizza Shop
114 New Britain Ave.
Under New Management

SPECIAL; 10% Discount On
Jumbo Grinders - Shells - Spaghetti
frPEN ALL WEEK 1 M l

TAKE-OUT ORDERS 527-9088

ISRAEL

lack of tension. As a result writers who have has ideas, suggestions, or questions about the
been working In different contextual Review please contact Gigi Bradford, Box 489
frameworks, have either not submitted their
work or have been neglected by an unsympathetic Review staff. This alienation is
The swimmlntj pool In ('orris Athletic Center
history. However this year, with a selfconscious appreciation of past criticism, the is opim from t p.m. to 5 p.m, (-very Saturday
Trinity Review is encouraging now forms and and Sunday except on the days of home football
'Klines.
.
ideas.
In conjunction with this, the Review is
sponsoring readings of poetry, drama, fiction,
and non-flctlon every three weeks. Those
Senior American Studies Ma|ors.-Meetlng
readings hopefully will encourage new faces to October 2 (today) at 4; 15 p.m. in the Senate
circulate fhofr work, provide a forum for
Room.
discussion of the works read, and Increase
interest In student writing. The first reading
will be in the Crypt Chapel on October 3 at 8:00.
Airr.tudents who are interested In study In
Everyone is Invited, Anyone Interested in
reading should contact Katie Woodworth, Box Prance should meet today, Tuesday, October 2
in the Alumni Lounge at 3:00 p.m.
391, 524-1901.
If you are interested In submitting, all
quality art, poetry, drama, fiction, non-fiction,
and songs are welcome and should be submitted to Box 19 before November 16. If anyone

Pool

Seniors

France

GX WHfTEHEAD
AND SON INC

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NATL. BDS.
» Preparation tor twt* required for
admis*k>n to graduate ami professional schools
* Six and twelve settion courm*
* Small groups
• VdumlrKw* material for home ttudy
prepared by expert! In each field
* Lesson schedule can b« tailored to
meet individual needs. Lesions
can be spread over s period of
several months to » year, or for
out of town itudents, a period
of one week

Special Compact Cwm* during
Weekends - Interwaslorw
Summer Sessions

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
(nil iiium
FOR LAST INFO: CALLI3O3) y*1* f w < J
232-8921
-frf"^ V S 7
FOR ALL Other Info. CALL (2)3) ES&WS&MI
334.5300
™'M
nAVS.EVtWINOi. WCtKfNOS

Brandeis University I The Jacob Hiatt institute
Study in Jerusalem/ July-December, 1974

JIWCE ISM

Branches in Major Citloi in U.S.A.
fW TttixUf School »Hk Iht NmtmwUt RtfHMltm

207 New Britain Ave.
527-5218
General Auto Repairing
24 Hour Towing Service

Cler/'s Pharmacy
(pron. Series)
130 Now Britain Ave

(earner at Broad Sf I
New Modern Pharmacy
Liquors and A l l other Essential Needs
Prompt Courteous Attention
Quantity Buying Discounts
Free Delivery
Hoyrs: DnHv « a.m. • *;30 p.m.
Sundays I a.m. - 5 p.m.

Grinders
Pizza

.
.
524-0550

BROOKSIDE

RESTAURANT
442 New Britain Ave.
We specialize in
Italian Food
Luncheon served 11-2

Juniors and Seniors eligible
Four courses/ Hebrew not required/ Earn 16 credits
Cost: $1850/ tuition, room, board
Financial Aid available
Application Deadline March 1st
For information write; The Jacob Hiatt Institute
Brandeis University
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

Are You low In Spirits ?
We're Right Over The Hllll

H & L PACKAGE

Wi&W

STORE

219 Don Street
247-9138 233-1834

Stanford MBA
REPRESENTATIVE
COMING TO CAMPUS
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16

A representative of the Stanford Graduate School of
Business will be on campus to discuss with interested
students the exceptional educational opportunity of
the Stanford MBA Program.
Appointments may be made through
The Office of Career Counseling
The Stanford MBA program is a two-year general
management course of studies designed for highly
qualified men and women who have majored in
liberal arts, humanities, science, or engineering, and
wish to develop management skills to meet the broad
responsibilities which will be required iri both the
private ancj public sectors in the future.
THE STANFORD UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Stanford, California 94305

proudly
presents

AUGUST 20 thru
OCTOBER 7

#oor
v

A Murder-Mystery Musical

starring
MARY JO
CATLETT

The Show Moves Like A Rocket
A Brilliant Cast. Something'! Afoot Is Just Great"
Something's Afoof is Pure Ge«,
Best Entertainment We Hive $«*n Aft Sumtw.

Nichols, New Havs« Register
Robert E. Smith, WTIC
Zaiman, Harfford Courant
Devlin, Hartford Times

ORDER YOUR TICKETS NOW! CALL S73-W
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Women's Tennis Falls
to Williams and Yale
By Fran Congdon

The women's tennis team suffered two
defeats last week at the hands of two strong
opponents. Last Tuesday the girls played
Williams and lost 6-3. Mimi Coolidge and
Deirdre Redden, in positions three and four
respectively, both won their singles matches. The combination of Vicky Tilney and
Karen Skarinka were the only winning
doubles team for Trinity. The whole team
played well but Williams was strong and had
good depth.
On Friday the team played Yale in a
match which had been postponed from the
previous week. The girls put up a good fight
against a very strong Yale team. They came
close to victory but were finally defeated 5-4.
In the singles matches Trinity did very
well and won four out of a possible six. Erica
Dumpel, our number one, played well but
the number one Yale player, Lisa Rosenblum, is also ranked collegiately number

one in New England which did not give
Erica "much of a chance. Leslie Hyde, Mimi
Coolidge, Tracey Wilson, and Deirdre
Redden, players two through five respectively for Trinity all defeated their opponents. Mimi and Tracey finished in two
sets while Leslie and Deirdre each played
three.
At the start of the doubles matches Trinity
was ahead 4-2. Unfortunately, none of our
combinations could pull out a win so the
final tally was 5-4, Yale has always had a
strong tennis team and the fact that Trin
came so close to a victory shows that our
team has a lot of potential this fall.
This week the team has a busy schedule.
Yesterday the girls met Brown on home
ground. Tomorrow,they play away at Smith
and on Friday they round out the week in a
match against Mt. Holyoke, also at home.
They should do well.

Photo by Dave Levin

Coach Don Miller looks extremely ecstatic about some development on
Saturday. Chances are he is looking at our offense attempting another futile
plunge at the Williams'defensive alignment. Asfortheref.....

Frosh Boot
Central, 5-2

Photo by Dave Levin

Trinity's 'other' back, Dave Kuncio, scores the lone Bantam touchdown
after rambling 10 yards with a screen pass from Harold Gray. Dave also
picked up 24 yards on the ground on four carries for a good/ yet abbreviated,
afternoon's work on the gridiron.

Help

tnif
This is an attempt atVfinal plea. The
Tripod sports staff has all the varsity
sports covered. The freshman teams
remain mysterious. Anyone (although
preferably a frosh who is close to the
sport either as a spectator, player or
otherwise) who would like to cover
either frosh football or soccer is urged to
contact the sports editor, Pete Taussig,
this week at 525-1523 or box 353. If there
ain'tno takers, then there won't be any
coverage cuz we can not spread ourselves too thin. You'll even get a by line!.

COLLEGE SPORT SHOP
112 New Britain Ave.
Hartford
10% Discount to Students
Headquarters for Sperry
To.psider. AAocs, Tennis
Rackets & Stringing,
Bowling,
Basketballs,
Footballs phone 247-9905

RESEARCH

1786 Broad St.
Near New Britain Ave.
Steaks-Chops-Pizza
Italian Specialties
Liquors
524-1334
OPEN SUNDAYS

Invest in a
JOSTENS

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE # 2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

Representative N e e d e d !
Earn $200.00 plus each semester
with only a few hours work at
the beginning of the semester.
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
SERVICE
519 Glenrock Ave., Suite 203,
Los Angeles, California 90024
toooo

WALK INN
RESTAURANT

Last Friday, the newest edition of
Trinity's freshman
soccer
team,
spearheaded by a strong offensive performance, downed Central Connecticut, 5-2.
Leading the scoring parade for the Baby
Bantams was Zen Harvey, with a three goal
hat trick. Due to lack of coverage, no other
information was available. Anyone wanting
to cover their season should contact the
sports editor immediately. Their next home
game is against Springfield on Friday,
October 12 at 2:30.

COLLEGE RING
HOW!

-aoDQOooeiaao

Trinity A-l
Corner Vernon
and
Broad Street

If gas & oil is what
you need.
come to see us f

Oct. 10th

Bookstore
$10 Deposit Required
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Offense Sputters, Bants Bow, 15-10
By Doug Sanderson
Williams College quarterback Bill McMillan scored two touchdowns in leading the
Ephmen to a hard-earned 15-10 victory over
the Trinity College Bantams Saturday at
Weston Field in Williamstown.
McMillan's first touchdown gave Williams
a 9-3 lead just before the half. It was a 10yard bootleg set up by a 29 yard "floater"
pass from McMillan to split end John Hiler.
The Williams quarterback's second score
came with only 6:01 to play in the game, and
gave the home club a 15-3 lead.
Trinity's defense gave the offense the ball
inside the Williams 40 four times in the first
quarter (five times in the game), but the
offense could muster only one field goal, a
hefty 41-yarder by Mike Maus into the wind.
John Wholley, the Bants' starting
tailback, carried the ball four straight times
to open the game, gaining 24 yards. Then
Mike Maus punted and Ron Duckett downed
the ball on the Williams 2. The Ephs were
forced to punt, and Trin had the ball at the
opposition's 39 yard line. Two more Wholley
carries and an incomplete pass set up a 50yard field goal attempt, which carried just
wide.
On Williams' next possession, defensive
end John Appier, who played a strong game,
knifed through and induced McMillan to
fumble a handoff, which Pete Silkowski, the
other end, recovered. Again the offense
sputtered miserably: a Wholley,run was
stopped, Gray was dropped, and a pass lost
yardage. Enter Maus, and with 11:46 left, in
the first quarter, Trinity led 3-0.

Williams' Andy March fumbled on the
first play from scrimmage the next time the
Ephmen had the ball, and safety Chris Max
recovered on the 22. But the Trinity offense,
that is, Wholley, was stopped, and Maus
missed a 34-yard field goal attempt.
March fumbled for the second time in a
row, and Trinity had the ball in excellent
field position for the fourth time, at the
Williams 13 yard line, courtesy of defender
• John Allen and a "piling-on" infraction.
Trinity tried to cross up the Williams
defense by giving the ball to (guess who?)
Wholley, but by now Williams knew they
could stop Trinity by keying on the
sophomore tailback, and Maus trotted onto
the field for the sure three-pointer, But....
J.C. Chandler broke through and blocked
the kick.
So it went for the first three quarters of the
game. Williams' first points came when
Maus went back to punt with 1:31 left in the
first half, only to watch the center snap the
ball high over his head and out of the end
zone for a safety. The ensuing "punt-off"
was returned 24 yards to the Trinity 41 by
Chris McGavin. McMillan's first touchdown
then gave Williams their halftime lead.
The third quarter saw Williams hang on to
the ball better, but Trinity's defenders
continued to play solid ball, and the Ephmen
couldn't score. Neither could Trinity.
Trinity's first possession in the fourth
quarter accomplished nothing, and
Williams marched 76 yards in eight minutes
to take a large 15-3 lead. There were only six

minutes left.
Finally,
Trinity's
"all-things-inmoderation" offense switched from the run
to the pass, since their all-run offense had
gained them almost nothing. (Their threequarter total offense was 110 yards.)
In desperation, quarterback Harold Gray
turned to senior co-captain Ron Duckett, the
talented split end. Three straight passes, the
last one a diving catch, brought Trinity 48
yards to the Williams 10. Then Gray hit
Dave Kuncio, the forgotten fullback, with a
screen pass and Kucnio fought his way in for
the score. Maus' conversion made it 15-10.
The defense then went out and did their
job again, getting the ball back at the
Trinity 39. Gray got one first down for the
Bants at the Williams 46, but on third down
and ten from that point he could complete
only a five-yard pass to Duckett, and his
fourth down scramble netted only four
yards. Ball game.
Williams was rated a strong opponent, so
a 15-10 defeat need not be considered a
catastrophe; yet it was. The defense did a
tremendous job; they stopped the home
team almost every time, and allowed only 36
yards through the air.
The performance of the offense was an
entirely different sotry. Junior Dave
Kuncio, the fullback, was the Bants' leading
rusher in 1972 with 471 yards and a 4,7 yard
average. But he had a total of only four
carries in the entire game. He didn't even
touch the ball until the second quarter.
Wholley is a fine runner, but carrying for 22
out of 26 running plays, there could be no
element of surprise when he carried.
Duckett caught seven passes for 63 yards,
six of them in the last quarter. Duckett
appeared to be single-covered through much
of the first half, but Gray or Coach Miller
refused to go to him, except on third down,
when he usually was double-teamed.
The fact that Trinity's offense failed to
score, given five golden opportunities inside
the Williams 40 in the first 20 minutes, is an
indicator of the extreme lack of diversity in
play-calling. The question in the press box
was why only Wholley was running the ball.
Two of Maus1 five field goal attempts were
blocked, but the sophomore kicker snowed a
very strong leg all around — kickoffs, field
goals and especially punts. The defense was
anchored by the linebacking crew, as Bill
Curren, tri-eaptain Barry O'Brien and
rookie Bob Parzyeh split an unofficial 20
tackles between them. In conclusion, the
loss should be attributed to the offense's
inability to move the ball.
Next week's opponent will be Bates, at
Bates. The Bobcats downed Tufts on
Saturday and could be a difficult opponent.
The first home game is October 13 against
RPI.

FOOTBALL STATISTICS

First Downs
Rushing Yardage
Passing
Passing Yardage
Total Yardage
Fumbles
Interceptions by
Punts
Penalties

TRINITY WILLIAMS
11
14
70
200
14-22
2-6
121
36
191
236
0-0
6-3
1
0
5-39.6
6-39,5
5-52
5-52

INDIVIDUAL RUSHING
WILLIAMS
March 16-71
Geier 11-35
Matteodo 14-36
McMillan 16-66
Eshelman3:-3
Null 3-5

TRINITY
Wholley 2245
Kuncio 4-18
Gray 7-10
Naabl:-3

KICKOFF RETURNS
TRINITY
Max 2-17
Naab 1-6

WILLIAMS
McGavin 2-40
Entwisle2-31
Entwisle 2-31

INDIVIDUAL K E C E M N G
TRINITY
Duckett 7-63
Mercenia 2-13
Wholley 2-4
Kuncio 3*41

WILLIAMS
Hiler 1-29
March 1-7

INDIVIDUAL PASSING
TRINITY
Gray 14-21
Rose 0-1

WILLIAMS
McMillan 2-6

PUNTRETURNS
TRINITY
Duckett 1-34
Kuncio 1-0
Tucci 1-6

WILLIAMS
McGavin 1-0

T: Maus 41 field goal 8:464
!
W: Safety: ball snapped out of end zone 1:31-8,
W; McMillan 10 yard run 0:43-2
(Thomas kick)
;
W: McMillan 1 yard runs (Thomas
'
kick missed) 6:01-4
T: Gray JOpasstoKuncip (Maus kick) 3:49-4;

Photo by Dave Levin

Trinity sophomore Mike Maus follows through on the one that did split the
uprights in Saturday's tilt: against Williams, good for a shortlived 3-0 lead in
the first quarter. Mike's all-around kicking game was very credible, despite
what the misleading statistics showed.

Field Hockey Drops
Tight One to Williams
Fran Congdon

team worked the ball within the striking
circle often but could not put it away. About
halfway through, Williams scored on a
breakaway. Blakeslee carae out but could
not prevent a score. Minutes later Ann Jones
put one in for Trinity to tie it up at 2-2. Unfortunately, with sixty seconds to go,
Williams scored its third and winning goal
which left no time for Trinity to come back.
The team played yesterday against
Brown. Tomorrow is a home game against
Western Connecticut at 3:30. With a little
more experience In working together the
team should put up a good fight.

;•
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SCORING SUMMARY

W; 0 9 0 6 - 15
T: 3 0 0 7 - 10

Last Tuesday the women's field hockey
team made its debut at home against
Williams and lost 3-2 in a heartbreaker.
During the first half neither team
dominated the field. The Trin goalie, Karen
Blakeslee, exhibited some super goaltending. With not much time left, Letitia Erler
scored to give Trinity a 1-0 lead which,
unfortunately, did not last long, Williams
came right back to tie the score before
halftime.
During the second half Trinity kept
possession of the ball but could not
capitalize on any scoring opportunities. The

t
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Safety Chris, Max, a junior, caught in the act of stealing one of B i l l . .
aerials as part of a great overall effort on the part of the Bants' defense.
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